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Lie algebras of Cartan type over fields of prime characteristic were introduced 
by Kostrikin and SafareviE [15]. More genera1 definitions were later given in 
[12, 13, 16, 231. In this paper we give a further generalization of the definition 
of Lie algebra of Cartan type and a structural characterization of the simple 
finite dimensional Lie algebras of generalized Cartan type over algebraically 
closed fields. 
0. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Let 2 be a Lie algebra and 9, be a subalgebra. Then right multiplication 
induces a representation r of 2” on y/Z0 : 
w”): u + %o) ++ v, 4 + =% for all 2 E 2, ke$P,. 
We consider the following condition on the pair (2, 9J. 
(0.1) Either dim 9/g, := I, or else there exists Y E r(TO) such that 
rank Y == 1 and (ad Y)” # 0. 
The main result of this paper is: 
THEOREM 1. Let 2’ be a jinite dimensional simple Lie algebra over an 
algebraically closed jield Q of characteristic p > 3. Suppose 9 contains a 
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maximal subalgebra T0 such that the pair (2, ZO) satisjies condition (0.1). Then 
8 is either classical of type A OY C OY is of generalized Cartan type. 
The definition of “Lie algebra of generalized Cartan type” used here is 
given in Section 2 together with a discussion of the relation of this definition 
to the definitions of [12, 13, 15, 16, 231. In Section 7 it is shown that every 
known finite dimensional simple Lie algebra over Q is either classical or 
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. This proves that all known finite 
dimensional simple Lie algebras over Q are either classical or of generalized 
Cartan type. 
Since all Lie algebras of Cartan type are strongly degenerate in the sense of 
Kostrikin (i.e., contain a nonzero element x with (ad x)” = 0) and no classical 
algebra of type A or C is [21, p. 1221, we have the following corollary which 
characterizes the simple Lie algebras of generalized Cartan type. 
COROLLARY. Let Q be an algebraically closed$eld of characteristic p > 3. 
Let 2’ be a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra over Q. Then the following two 
conditions are equivalent. 
(i) .Y is of generalized Cartan type, 
(ii) 9 is strongly degenerate and contains a maximal subalgebra S$ such 
that the pair (9, To,) satisfies condition (0.1). 
In the proof of Theorem 1 we will be concerned mainly with subalgebras 
of H’(m). We recall the definition of this algebra (as given in [16]; this is a 
larger algebra than those defined in [23, 241). Let A(m) denote the set of all 
m-tuples of nonnegative integers, q = (6,,r ,..., S,,,) E A(m), and C(,, 8) = 
l’JL, C(a(i), /3(i)) for all 01 and p E A(m)(where C(Y, s) = Y!/((Y - s)!s!). 
Define addition and subtraction of m-tuples in the usual (componentwise) 
fashion. Let 21(m) consist of all formal sums of the independent elements 
(3” 1 OL E A(m)} over Q and give it the structure of an associative algebra by 
defining 
for all ol and P E 44 
Set xb! = 0 if 01$ A(m). Define Di E Der ‘U(m) by 
x”Di z Xa-E* for all OL E A(m). 
Then W(m) = {Cz, Difi ]fi E 21(m)} is a subalgebra of Der a(m). 
We note, following Kai: [12], that W( m can be given the structure of a ) 
graded and filtered algebra in many ways. For if r = (rl ,..., Y,) is an m-tuple 
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of nonnegative integers and if we define (allowing infinite linear combinations) 
and 
we see that 91(m) is filtered by the %(m),,, and graded by the (rl(m)c,j,, and 
that W(m) is filtered by the W(m),,, and graded by the W(m)t,~,, . (Note that 
for r = 1 = (I,..., 1) this is just the filtration defined in [24].) 
I f  each ri > 0, we can give X(m) (respectively W(m)) the structure of a 
topological algebra by taking 
W(4,r I i 3 01 (respectively{W(m)i,, 1 i > 0)) 
to be a base of neighborhoods of 0. In the sequel we will consider 
only continuous mappings of these algebras. In particular, Aut (W(m),) will 
mean the group of continuous automorphisms of H’(m), . 
Note that (P)” = 0 unless 01 = 0 and that (x0)” = 1. Thus if each yi > 0, 
we have 5X(m),,, = {a E 91(m)] a 2, = 01, and hence is independent of r. 
We denote this subspace by a(m), . 
I f  9 C W(m), we define Zi,, = 9 n W(m)i,, and 91~1,~ = 9 n W(rn)~,~,, .
Then 9 is filtered by the PC,, and if 9 = C April,, , then 9 is graded by the 
dtpril,c * 
We now give a brief description of the proof of Theorem 1. Following 
Kai: [12] we let V be a minimal nonzero r(dpO) invariant subspace of T/To 
and let 9-r be the inverse image of V under the natural projection of 9 
onto 9/Zo. Define =!& for i 3 1 by 
and for i < -2 by 
-% = [%+, , &I + x,, * (0.3) 
It is easily seen (Lemma 2.1) that [Yi , &] C Yi+i for all i and i. Since Z. 
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is a maximal subalgebra of 9 we know that there is some lz > 1 such that 
8 = 9-k # 9Pk+l. Furthermore ni Zi is a proper ideal in 2 and hence 
(-) g = (0). (0.4) 
Then by [3, Theorem 2.11 there is a monomorphism of filtered Lie algebras 
of 9 into w(m), for some m-tuple r of strictly positive integers. Thus 9 may 
be regarded as a subalgebra of W(m), . Let L = L-, + ... + L_, -1 L, -t ... 
be the associated graded algebra. (We will also, where convenient, use the 
notation gr 9’ = (gr 9)-k + ... + (gr Z)_, + (gr 9)” + ... for the 
associated graded algebra of 9.) 
We will determine all possibilities for R and L, (Sect. 3). Then we will 
determine all possibilities for L (Sect. 4). (Our main tool here is a result on 
graded subalgebras of w(m) from [16]. Results of [12] also apply here but 
they do not give the detailed information that we need.) Our result here is 
that either (X(m) n W(m: n))12) CL0 C X(m) n W(m: n) for some X = IV, S, 
CS, H, CH, or K, some n, and some automorphism 0 of W(m), or else L is 
classical. (See Sects. 1 and 2 for the necessary definitions.) Assuming 
L to be nonclassical, in Section.5 we find an automorphism @ of W(m) such 
that HD C W(m: n) and in Section 6 we find an automorphism Y of W(m) 
such that ZY’_c X(m). Both for these sections make use of results on auto- 
morphisms of W(m) proved in Section 1. Finally, in Section 7 we show that 9 
must be classical of type A or C or of generalized Cartan type and show that 
all the known nonclassical simple Lie algebras (as well as the classical Lie 
algebras of types A and C) satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1. 
KaC [13] has announced results similar to those of Sections 5 and 6. 
1. INFINITE LIE ALGEBRAS OF CARTAN TYPE 
In this section we will define (as in [16] or [23]) certain infinite dimensional 
Lie algebras over a field Q of prime characteristic p. The only restriction 
needed on p is that p # 2 in any discussion concerning algebras of type K. 
We will recall some known properties of these algebras and also show the 
existence of certain automorphisms of these algebras. 
Let 44, W4 and W(m) be as defined above. Recall that au(m) 
is equipped with a sequence of divided power mappings x + zco) for i 3 0 
satisfying [24, (1.2)-(IS)]. I f  z = {zi ,..., z,} is an m-tuple of elements of 
a(m), , define P = nz, ~j”‘~” for all 01 E A(m) and P = 0 for all (Y $ A(m). 
We say that z is a system of standardgenerators for 2f(m) if {a” 1 01 E A(m)} is a 
basis for a dense subspace of a(m). (In particular, if xi = x’i for all 
i, 1 < i < m, then x is a system of standard generators for ‘%(m).) 
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Let x be a system of standard generators for 41(m). \Ve define a differential 
form w x,l on VI(m) by 
If nz 
If m 
*x.1 -=dx,A...Adzc,,,. 
2v we define 
w x.2 = Al dxi A d~,+~. 
2r + 1 we define 
w x,3 := dxfrfl + c (.L~+~ d.q - x, dq,,.). 
i=l 
I f  m > 3 we define 
and 
S.(m) = [D E w(m)! w x,l D = O), (1.1) 
cs Jm) = {D E W(m)1 w s,l D E w &q. 
Ifm = 2r >, 2wedefine 
(1.2) 
and 
H,(m) = (D E W(m)! w x,2 D :-= 01, (1.3) 
CH.(m) = {DE W(m)i wXsz D E w.,,Q]. 
Finally, if m = 2~ + 1 2: 3 we define 
(1.4) 
K,(m) = (D E W(m)l w X,3 D E w X,3 +X(m)}. (1.5) 
Remarks. (1) The action of D E W(m) on a differential form w is defined 
in [16] or [23]. 
(2) S,(m), CSX(m), l&(m), CH,(m), and K,(m) are subalgebras 
of W(m). 
(3) Throughout this paper we will denote admissible automorphisms 
of (U(m) (i.e., those o E Aut 2l(m) such that u-‘W(m) c C W(m); [24, p. 2041) 
by lowercase Greek letters and use the corresponding uppercase Greek letters 
to denote the induced automorphisms of W(m). Thus if D E W(m), 
u E Aut(?I(m): W(m)), we set D Z = o-l D (T. 
(4) If  x and y  are two systems of standard generators then by [24 
Corollary 1 to Lemma 91 there is a unique continuous u E Aut(‘ll(m): W(m)) 
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such that xiu = yi for all i, 1 :< i < m. Then X,(m) 2 = S,(m) for X = 
S, CS, H, CH, or K. 
(5) Where only one system of standard generators is under considera- 
tion we will drop the subscript indicating the system and write X(m) for 
X,(m), wi for w.,~, etc. 
(6) The algebras W(m), S(M), C’S(m), H(m), CH(m), and K(m) are 
called injkite Lie algebras of Cartan type. 
(7) The symbols used to denote these algebras are as in [16] and 
consequently differ from [23]. In the latter paper, the algebra H(m) is denoted 
by V(m) and the symbol R(m) is used to denote an algebra isomorphic (but 
not identical) to K(m). 
(8) The filtered algebra X(WZ)~+~~.~~~ satisfies conditions (0.2)-(0.4). 
(9) We adopt the convention that X = S or CS implies m 3 3, .X == H 
or CH implies m is even and > 2, and X = K implies m is odd and ;> 3. 
Also, if -II = H, CH, or K we define u(i) = 1 if 1 ,< i < [m/2], u(i) = - 1 
if [m/2] < i < 2[m/2], and i = i + a(i)[m/2] if 1 < i < 2[m/2]. 
The following facts about infinite Lie algebras of Cartan type are known 
(e.g., P61). 
CS(m) = S(m) + (D,x,) and CS(m)(l) = S(m), 
(1.6) 
CH(m) = H(m) + (y Dixi> and CH(m)(l) = H(m). 
i=l 
(1.7) S(m) is graded by the S(m)cil,r , i 3 -1. S(m)[il,, is spanned 
b{sjdf)l 1 <j + k < m,f E ‘%(4[i+ll,l), where 
gjdf) = Dj(fDk) - Dl;(foj). 
Furthermore, [gjs(f), DJ = Bjk(fDz) for all j, K, and I, 1 <j, K, 1 :g m. 
(1.8) H(m) is graded by the H(m)[,l,, , i > -1. 
W4rt1.~ = C%(f )I f E W4[~+ld 
where sH(f) = C,“=, Di(fDi) o(i). Furthermore, 
PH(f ), ~&)I = 91, (FL o(i)(/Di)kDi)) . 
(1.9) K(m) is graded by the K(m)[il,l+F, , i 3 -2. 
K(4m+c7,, = @K(f) If E ~~(m)ri+ll.l+E,n~, 
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j + ‘z Dif (D,x, + D&). 
Furthermore, 
VK(f )I ~ddl = g:K((fDm) (2g - Igl gD,,,) - (gD,) (2f - z; fD<xi) 
m-1 
+ C a(i)(fDi)(gDi)). 
i=l 
It follows easily from (1.6)-( 1.9) that if X = W, S, C’S, H, CH, or K, then 
X(4 o.‘+%.K% is a maximal subalgebra of X(m). 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the study of automorphisms of 
infinite Lie algebras of Cartan type. We begin by proving several easy lemmas 
concerning the action of the Di on 91(m). 
LEMMA 1.1. Let f  E ‘S(m) and fDj A= 0 for all j, 1 < j < i. Then there 
exists g E ‘S(m) such that gDj = 0 for all j, 1 .< j < i, and that gD, == f. 
Proof. I f  f  = Z x&a, we set g == ,ZP ‘G a, (where both summations are 
over all ac E A(m)). 
LEMMA 1.2. Let fi ,...,fnl ~%(l(m) and fiDj = f,Di for all i and j, 1 5; i, 
j < m. Then there exists f  E ‘S(m) such that fi = fDi for all i, 1 < i < m, 
Proof. Let g E ‘5X(m) and gi = fi - gDi for all i, 1 < i < m. Theng, ,..., g,, 
again satisfy the conditions of the lemma. Hence it is sufficient to show that if 
1 <i<mandfj -Oforallj, 1 <j<i,wemayfindgsothatgj =Ofor 
all j, 1 < j < i. To do this, note that fi Dj =: 0 for all j < i. Hence Lemma 
1.1 shows that there exists g such that gD, = 0 for all j < i and that gDi == fi . 
This is the required element. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let E, ,..., E, E W(m) and [EI , DJ = [Ej , Di] for all 
i and j, 1 < i, j < m. Then there exists E E W(m) such that Ei =--: [E, D+] for 
alli,l <i<m. 
Proof. I f  Ei = Cj”=, D,ftj , then fij D, = fkj Dj for all i, j, and 
k, 1 < i, j, k ,( m. By the lemma, there exist fi ,..., fipz E 2I(m) such that 
fi Di = fij for all i and j, 1 < i, j < m. Then E =:= X:=1 Djf3 is the required 
element. 
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LEMMA 1.4. Letfij E 91(m) for all i and j, 1 < i, j -< m, and suppose that 
fii = 0 for all i, I <i<m, 
fij = -fji for all i and j, 1 < i, j 5: m, 
fijD, + fjlcDi f fkiDi = 0 for all i, j, and k, 1 -< i, j, k < m. 
Then there exist a, ,. .., a, E MI(m) such that 
fii = a,Dj - aiDi for all i and j, 1 < i, j < m. 
Proof. I f  g, ,..., g,,& E Z(m) and gj, =fjrz - ( giDk - ghDj) for all j and 
k, 1 <j, k < m, then theg,, again satisfy the conditions of the lemma. Hence 
it is sufficient to show that if I ,( k < m and fij = 0 for all i, 1 < i ,( m, and 
all j, I .< j < k, then we may find g, ,..., g,, E %(m) so that gij = 0 for all 
i, I < i -< m and all j, 1 < j < k. I f  k = m, then since fml,z = 0, we may 
takeg, = ... = g, == 0. If  k < m we note thatfi, Dj = -fkjDi - fji D, == 0 
for all j < k. Thus by Lemma 1 .l we can find gi for all i > k such that 
g,D, = fili and giDj = 0 for all j < k. Setting gj = 0 for j -5 k completes 
the required set {g, ,..., g,J. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let Eii E W(m) for all i andj, 1 < i, j < m. Suppose 
and 
Eii = 0 for all i, 1 <<<mm, 
Eii = -Eii for all i and j, 1 <i,j<m, 
[Eij , Dk] + [Ejlc , DJ + [EJCi , Dj] = 0 for all i, j, and k, 1 < i, j, k ,( m. 
Then there exist E, ,..., E, E W(m) such that Eii = [Ei , D,] - [Ej , Di] for all i 
andj, 1 ,( i, j < m. 
Proof. Let Eii = CE1 D,fijl and apply the lemma to {fijz / 1 ,< i, j ,( m} 
for each 1. 
Now let 049 =&1Z&i2...and J’” =Jvl,>~Y~+,1... be 
filtered algebras (Lie or associative). Following Rudakov [18] we define 
Homi(9, JV) = {p’ E Hom(9, JV)/ Z&J C Jv;l+j for all j > -k} and 
Aut,(Z) = {v E Aut(P’)I v  - I E Hom,(9,2)}. (By Hom(9, JV”) we mean 
the set of all linear transformations of 2 to J.) Note that Hom,(P, JV) 
Homj(Jlr, JV) C Homi+j(9, Jtr). 
We now construct certain automorphisms of infinite Lie algebras of Cartan 
type. Recall that we are considering only continuous automorphisms. 
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PROPOSITION 1.6. (a) If r is an m-tuple of strictly positice integers and 
D E w(m),>, where i $ 1, then there exists Qi t Aut,(W(m),) such that 
sf, - ad D ..- I E Hom,,r( W(m), , W(m),). 
(b) If  D is as in (a), where r -= 1 + SX,,+,,, , and if D E ,Y(m) then @ 
may be chosen so that X(m)@ = X(m) (where ,Y = : S, C’S, H, CH, OY K). 
(Similar results are known for fields of characteristic zero [lg] and for 
certain suhalgebras of S(m) over fields of prime characteristic [5].) 
Proof. (a) As all filtrations are with respect to the m-tuple r we will omit 
the subscript r. 
Since i 2 1 we know that if 1 < k, 1 $4 m and rL 3; vk , then Y[(m)i_~,.l-,D,, 
consists entirely of nonunits (for it is contained in 91,.2_ l”i C %,), 
Thus if a, G x1 + x,D mod 91(m)i+l, for all 1, 1 < 1 < m, then det(a,Di) 
is a unit in +?I(m). Hence by Corollary 1 of [24, p. 2081 there is a y  E Aut(%(m): 
W(m)) such that X,~F = aj for all j, 1 < j 6 m. Clearly xiv-1 E xI - x,D 
mod ‘+X(m),,,, for all 1, 1 s< I G m. Also A, = p - D - I and AZ =- 9. 1 -i 
D - I both belong to Hom,,l(‘U(m), 91(m)). 
Now 47 induces an automorphism @ of W(m) (see Remark 3). Since 
W(m), C Hom,(‘U(m), 8(m)), if EE W(m)j we have E@ - E - [E, D] :m= 
(A, + I- D) E(A, t I + D) - E - [E, D] E W(m) n Hom,+j+l(Y((m), 
N(M)) = W(m)f+j,-1 . Thus Q, - I --~ ad D E Homi+l(W(m), W(m)), as 
required. 
(b) First suppose X = : S or CS. Note that wIp = wr(det(x,p, Dj)). 
Clearly wry = w1 implies S(m)@ = S(m) and CS(m)@ -~= CS(m). Hence it 
is sufficient to find p so that det(x,g, D,) : 1. 
Let v0 E Aut(‘$l(m): W(m)) be as constructed in part (a), i.e., xw,, = xI f  
xlD mod BI(m),+, . Then +F~OD~ -Z SLj $ x,DDj mod ‘Ir(m), and so 
det(x,voDj) z 1 + f  xjDDj mod ‘21(m), . 
j=l 
But D E CS(m), implies xy:, xjDDj := 0 so det (x&F~D~) = 1 mod 91(m)i 
Now suppose yq E Aut(?l(m): W(m)) satisfies det(x,vQDj) = 1 mod PI(m),+i 
where 4 > 0. Then for any m-tuple (b, ,..., 6,,!) of elements of %(m)[,+i+ll we 
can find q9+r E Aut(al(m): W(m)) such that xlyqfl = x,vG + b, mod ‘?l(m)p+li2. 
Clearly det(x,v,+rDj) ~5 det(x,v,Dj) + x b,Dj mod %(m),+i+l . Thus by 
choosing the bj so that det(x,pQDi) + CEI bjDj I 1 mod %(m)9+iil (which is 
clearly possible) we attain det(xlv,+rDj) = 1 mod $%(m)g+i+l . 
\Ve may thus inductively construct a sequence pO, p?1 ,... of elements of 
Aut(Pl(m): W(m)) satisfying vg - vQ+r E Hom,,i+,((U(m), M(m)) and 
det(x,q,D,) =E 1 mod 91(m),+i for all 9 2 0. Then there is a unique 
9) E Aut(%(m): W(m)) satisfying p - v9 E Hom,+,+,((ll(m), 91(m)) for all 
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q > 0. One sees easily that det(x,qDj) = 1 mod ?I(m),+i for all q 2 0 so 
det(x,cpDj) = 1. Thus this is the required y. 
Now suppose X = H or CH. Note that wa’p = &j<k+(d~j A dxk)Oj,k(‘p), 
where Oj,k(v) = Cz, ~(Z)(x~@~)(xr(po~). Clearly w2v = wa implies H(m) @ = 
H(m) and CH(m) Cp = CH(m). Th us it is sufficient to find p E Aut(2I(m): 
PI’(m)) such that Bi,A(v) = Siqk for allj, k, 1 <j < k < m. 
It is easily verified that 
and 
for all j, k, I, 1 <j, K, 1 < m. 
Let ~a E Aut(2l(m): W(m)) be as in part (a), i.e., xrvO = x1 f  x,D mod 
21(m)i+1 . Then for all j and k, 1 < j < R < m, x,vODi = 6,,j + x,DDj mod 
21(m)i , so we have Bj,k(& z SJj.k + o(j) xjDDk + &(xLDDj) mod 2I(m), . 
Now as D E CH(m), we have o(j) xjDD, + u(K”)(qDD,) = 0 (for this is just 
the condition that wgD = 0). Hence we have 
Bj,l;(~o) = Sj,k mod 21(m)i for all j and k 1 < j < k <; m. 
Now suppose that, for some q > 0, vn E Aut(Bl(m): W(m)) satisfies 
ej,k(d = Sji.lc mod ‘U(m),+, for all j and k, 1 6: j < k < m. Then for any 
m-tuple (6, ,..., b,,) of elements of 21(m)t,+i+r] we can find ~~+i E Aut(2I(m): 
W(m)) such that xI’pa+r - xIyo + b, mod 21(m)e+i+t. Clearly Oj,a(qu+l) G 
Bj,,(vQ) + u(j) biD, + a(k) bLD, mod 21(m),+i+l . Now Lemma 1.4 shows 
that we may choose the bj so that Bj,k(pJ + o(j) bjDk + O(L) bg Dj E 
Sj,k mod 21(m),+i+l for all j and k, 1 < j < k < m. Thus we may arrange 
ei.7c(TV+1) = Sj.~ mod %(m),+i+l for all j and k, 1 <j < k < m. 
We may thus inductively construct a sequence p,, , v, ,... of elements of 
Aut(2I(m): W(m)) satisfying vq - va+l E Hom,+i+1(21(m), rU(m)) for all 
q > 0 and ej,,(y,) = Sj,k mod 21(m),+i for all j, k, and q, 1 < j < 
k < m, q 3 0. Then there is a unique v  E Aut(2I(m): W(m)) satisfying 
v-yQEHorn ,+,+l(21(m), 2I(m)) for all q 3 0. I f  1 < j < k < m one sees 
easily that 8,,,(v) = S,,, mod rU(m),+, for all q > 0 and hence that O,%,c(,) = 
Sjsk . Thus this is the required v. 
Finally we consider the case X = K. It is not difficult to see that if waq = 
wau where u is a unit in (U(m) then K(m)@ = K(m). Now 
481/40/z-9 
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Hence w3v I: C+U if and only if 
and 
for all j, 1 <: j < m - I. This is equivalent to requiring e,(v) = 0 for all 
j,l <j-<mm 1,where 
But as D E K(m) this shows that B,(c& s 0 mod ?I(m),+, for all j, 
1 <j<m-1. 
Now suppose that, for some 4 > 0, vq E Aut(?I(m): w(m)) satisfies 
%d r 0 mod W-Qa+z+l for all j, 1 K< j C< m - 1. Then for any m-tuple 
(b, ,..., b,,) where b, E ‘2Z(m)[u+i+l+6L m~ we can find yO+r E Aut(‘%(m): U’(m)) 
so that xl?,,, = xz~q + bz mod 2hJ,+i+2+~ Then for 1 < j < m - 1 
we have Wp,,,) = 4(d + (b,, + Z;:;“:;n) dd(Dj - Qwv( j)) + 
2u( j) bj mod Pl(m),+i+, . Now by choosing the bj , 1 :< j .< m - 1, so that 
B,(cp,) + 2u( J) 6, s 0 mod %(m)Q+i+a and choosing 6,,, so that 0 =: 
6,, + Cyi: ~(6) xrbJ we achieve 8j(q,,1) ES 0 mod X(m)a+i+2 for all 
j, 1 < j ( l?z - 1 
We may thus inductively construct a sequence pO, qr ,... of elements of 
Aut(Wm): w(m)) satisfying ‘P~ - To+] E Hom,+i+l(W41+6 , ‘W41+,m) for 
all 4 3 0 and Qj(p)& s 0 mod 21(m),,i+.l for all j and 4, 1 .<j < m - 1, Q > 0. 
As before there is a unique g, E Aut(2I(m): W(m)) satisfying 
y-vcIEHom ,+t+dQW7 W-4) for all 4 3 0. 
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Clearly if 1 < j < m - I then 0,(v) = 0 mod ‘%(m),+i+l for all q 3 0 so 
ej(p) =O. Also, since D E W(m),,l+,m we have GCP&,+C~~~ ~%wSWD~~~> 
is a unit in ‘21(m). Hence way = wan where u is a unit. This completes the 
proof of the proposition. 
We will now study decompositions of the algebras X(m) with respect to 
certain toral subalgebras. Define 
(1.10) 
T CIfx(2d - THJ~~) +(&A+ 
and 
(As usual we will delete all reference to x when only one system of standard 
generators is under consideration.) 
Then TXM is a torus in X(m). 
If  T _C W(m) is a torus and v  E T* we define W(m)“J = (1 E W(m)1 [t, 11 = 
v(t)Z for all t E T}. I f  2’ Z W( m no necessarily a subalgebra) we define )( t 
9.T _ 2 n W(my-T. If  [Z, T] C 2 and x = CVsT* xv where each 
xy E W(m>Y*T then, in fact, we have each xv E 2P*T so that .!Z 7.z C 2P~T. 
We will omit the superscript T when it is clear from the context and will 
write 0 for the zero element of T*. 
Note that if JV 2 2 are filtered Lie algebras then 
so we have gr JV 2 gr 2’. Thus if JV” is graded we have N 2 gr 2. I f  
X(m), I 2’ we may identifyLi = (gr P’)i with {x E X(m),,],, j x + y  E 2 for 
some y  E X(VZ)~+~,J. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. If  r is an m-tuple of strictly positive integers, 
s = max{r$ j 1 < j < m}, 2 is a$ltered subalgebra of W(m), , L is its associated 
gyaded algebra, and T is a subalgebra of Tw(,) n L, then: 
(a) If  j 2 1, [Pi, T] C scl + W(m)i+j,, for all i 2 -s, v  E T*, and if 
fey some 1 3 --s we have x E W(mh+jl,, n VL + W(m);+,,, + Wb41+ji-l,r)~ 
then x ELl+j + W(m)[l+jl,r . 
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(b) Ifj 3 1, [& , T] C x. + W(m),+j,,for all i 2: --S, and T C 2$ +m 
wwL + J+wj+1,r 7 then [Xj , T] C pj + W(m)i+j+l,, for all i :,z -s. 
(c) Ifj > 1 and [Ti, T] C Zi + W(m),+j,, for a21 i 3 -s then there 
exists @ t Aut,(W(m),) such that [Z$D, T] C Z5@ f  W(m),,.j+l,,for alli > -s. 
(d) There exists CD E Aut,(W(m),) such that [A?@, T] C Y@. 
(e) If  2 C X(m) and r = 1 -- SX,+,, then we may assume that the 
automovphisms @ in (c) and (d) have been chosen so that X(m)@ = X(m). 
Proof. While proving parts (a)-(d) we will take all filtrations with respect 
to the m-tuple r (and drop the subscript). 
Note that the condition [Yj, T] C Yi + W(m)i+j for all i 3 --s is equiv- 
alent to Ljll C J$ + W(m);,, + Wit, j for all v  E T* and all i :;- -- s. 
(a) ilssume x E W(m)tr+jI n (J& I W(m);+, + W(m)l+j,.l) where 
1 i2 k <j. We will show that s E W(m)t,+j, n (91+i+i + lV(m);+,+, f  
IV(m),.,j i-1). The result then fohows by induction. 
Let x -7 y. + yr + y2 where yu E &, , yi E W(m);+, , and yz E lV(m),+j_i 
Write y,, = y,r’ + yi where ya’ E L1,, and yi E W(m),+,+, . Then (as 
x E W(m)[,+jl) we have ya’ + yi E W(m),+,+, . Hence yO’ EL;,, . 
Now L;,, C 2’1+1, + W(m);+,.+, + W(m),+j+l (as k 2 I). Hence y,,’ ~= 
.qj f  z1 + z, , where z,, E 4yltiz , z, E W(m);?_,+~, , and z2 E W(m)l,,,l . 
Note that y0 - x0 -:= y;[ + zi + x2 E 9 n W(m),+,+, := JZ~~.~+~ , Then x -:- 
3’0 + Yl f Yz = (Yo - 20) - 21 - 3 + (Yl + Yo’) + Y2 E ~1+,;+1 + 
W(m);,,,, + W(m),+,+i , as required. 
(b) Let 0 # Y E T*. By the remarks at the beginning of the proof we 
have Liy C TC + We.,, + W(m)[ii.il + W(m),+j+l . Thus for e, EL; we 
can find e, E W(m)5f %+i , e2 E W(m)[i+jl , and ea E W(m),+j+l such that e = e,, t 
e, -t e2 + ea E Yz . Also, if r0 E T there exist yr E W(m)! and r2 E W(m)j,.l 
such that Y = r,, + ri + y2 E 2” . Let s = [Y, e] - v(yo) e E Z?+i . Then 
s .G C r,, , e,] - v(ro) e2 mod ( W(m)yfl + W(m),+j rl). Hence [r, , e,] ~- 
4~~) e2 E W(m)[i+j] n (%+, + W(m)p+, + W(m>,+j-I). BY (a) we have 
[Y” , e,] - v(T”) e2 E Lfij + W(m);i+jl . Now if e2 = CfiEr* e2u where 
e2u E W(m)u then [~a, e,] - v(Y”) e2 = ~pEr.j~(~O) - Y(Y,,)) e2“. It thus 
follows that C wee+ - 4r0)) e2u E Li--j . By the invariance of Litj under 
ad T it follows that {~(r,,) - ~(r,,)} ezli EL~.+~ for all p E T*. Now if p # v  
we may choose r0 E T so that p(r,J f  v(ra). Thus e2@ E L,+i for all p f  V. 
Thus e, E W(m);,+jl + L,,., C W(m);i+jl + Zj+, + W(m)i+i+l . Hence e, E Yi + 
W(m):+, + W(m)< ,.j+r so L,” C =C$ + W(m);+* + W(m)i+,i.l as required. 
(c) In view of (b) it suffices to find @ E Autj( W(m)) so that T C To@ -+ 
WmX + W@)j+l . 
Now there are only finitely many p E T* for which W(m)U # (0). Moreover, 
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9 is algebraically closed, hence infinite. Thus we can find Y,, E T such that 
if p E T*, W(m)u # (0), and I = 0, then p = 0. By hypothesis T C Z. + 
W(m)! + E~‘(rn)~ SO there exist ri E W(m)!, ~a E W(m)tjl , and ra E W(m)j+.i 
such that Y = y0 + ri + ra + ra E ZO. Clearly there exists D E W(m)rjj such 
that r2 - [rO , D] E W(m)Fj, . It then follows from Proposition I .6(a) that there 
exists @ E Aut,(W(m)) such that r0 f  ri’ + ra’ = r@ E ZO@ where 
ri’ E W(m)!, and ra’ E W(m)?+, . Then if s,, E T we can find sr E W(m)! , 
s2 E W(m)r,l , and sa E W(m)j+l such that s = s,, + si + s2 + sQ E so@. Then 
[y@, ~1 E [y. , ~1 + w(m); + W(m)j+l and hence [r. , ~1 E Wry n GW + 
W(m): + W(VZ)~+~). Then by (a) we have [yO , sZ] E Lj + W(m)Fj, . Writing 
s2 = CpLETI s2* where sZu E W(m)El we see (using the invariance of Lj under 
ad T) that for each p # 0 we have ~(TJ sZu E Lj and hence (as a # 0) 
szu E Lj . Hence sa” - s2 = -&ET*,FZO slu E Lj C S$@ + We+, . Hence 
so + Sl + sz” + ss E 900 + W(m)j+, f  or every so E T. This completes the 
proof of (c). 
(d) Using (c) we can inductively determine a sequence @i , QZ ,... such 
that Qj E Aut,(W(m)) and [9i@l@z .‘. cDwl , T] C -Lpi@l@2 ... GQ..~ + 
W(VZ),+~ for all i 2 --s. Set @ = n,“iQj (which is defined since each 
oj E Autj( W(m))). 
(e) It is only necessary to arrange that the automorphism 0 in (c) 
satisfies X(m)@ = X(m). In view of Proposition 1.6(b) we can do this if the 
element D occuring in the proof of(c) belongs to X(m). But this is immediate, 
for we may take r2 E X(m) and thus (as X(VZ)[~~,~+~, REm is invariant under 
ad T) D E X(m). 
2. SIMPLE LIE ALGEBRAS OF GENERALIZED CARTAN TYPE 
In this section we define certain Lie algebras which we shall call Lie algebras 
of generalized Cartan type and discuss the relation of this definition to the 
definitions in 112, 13, 15, 16, 231. We also prove that all the Lie algebras of 
generalized Cartan type are simple. 
Let n be an m-tuple of strictly positive integers. Define 
A(m:n)={cuEA(m)~ol(i)<~~“foralli,1 <<<mm) 
and G-1) 
W(m:n)=(Dixu/l ,(i<m,orEA(m:n)). 
(Of course W(m: n) depends on the choice of a system x of standard generators 
for 91(m).) As is shown in [16] or [24] W(m: n) is a subalgebra of W(m). 
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Now let A- N’, S, C’S, II, CII, or K and let di be an automorphism of 
W(m). Define 
and 
,Y(m: n) == AT(m) n U’(m: n) (24 
X(m: n: @) =- X(m)@ n W(m: n). 
I f  I, is any Lie algebra we write LIT) for n+r L(i). 
(2.3) 
DEFINITION. Let A-, n, and @ be as above. In addition assume that 
A- f  C’S or CH, 
and 
Tm : n : @LtAX K.ltSX,Kf,,i F 6% (2.4) 
Then we shall say that A(m: n: @)(=) is a Lie algebra of generalized Cartan 
type. 
Remarks. (I) The original definition of Lie algebra of Cartan t\ pe over a 
field of prime characteristic is given in [15]. That definition requires that the 
algebra be restricted. In both [ 16 and 231 generalizations of this definition arc 
given which admit nonrestricted Lie algebras. In both cases an algebra of 
Cartan type is defined to be an algebra of the form X(m: n: @)c”;) where the 
triple (S, n, @) satisfies certain conditions. In [16] it is required that 
W(m)~,rl,,@ -: W(m),,,l,r . In [23] the conditions are given in (7))(10). In 
either of these cases it can be checked that (2.4) and (2.5) are satisfied. Thus 
the definition of generalized Cartan type given here is a generalization of these 
previous definitions. However, there are some triples (X, n, @) which satisfy 
conditions (2.4) and (2.5) but not the conditions imposed in [16] or [23], so the 
definition given here apparently gives a larges class of algebras. 
(2) In [I 21 graded Lie algebrasL = x Lj such that xzroLi is isomorphic 
(as a graded algebra) to x:ic:o A(m)til,iy 6X KCrn for S = W, S, H, CH, or K 
are called Lie algebras of Cartan type. It is’ easily seen that if % is graded and 
of generalized Cartan type in our sense then it is of Cartan type in the sense 
of [12]. The converse is false, since the definition of Cartan type in [I 21 
allows nonsimple algebras, whereas m-e show below that all algebras of 
generalized Cartan type in our sense are simple. However, all simple algebras 
considered in [12] are of generalized Cartan type in our sense. The explicit 
description of the algebras of Cartan type in the sense of [12] is carried out in 
[16] for all cases except S = K and in Section 4 of the present paper for 
that case. 
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(3) In [13] filtered Lie algebras are defined by formulas similar to 
(l.l)-( 1.5) but using more general differential forms. These differential 
forms all are of the type wiv (i = 1, 2, 3) for some admissible automorphism 
of <a(m). Thus these algebras are all of generalized Cartan type in our sense. 
While not every possible qp, is among the differential forms considered 
in [13], a result announced in [13, Theorem I] implies that every algebra of 
generalized Cartan type in our sense is isomorphic to an algebra defined 
in [13]. 
We will now show that any Lie algebra of generalized Cartan type is 
simple. We will deduce this from a more general result about Lie algebras 
with filtrations satisfying conditions 
where K > 1 and each 9i is a subspace, 
and 
PO is a maximal subalgebra of 9%. (2.1 I) 
(These results were announced in [23].) 
The development we follow here is based on results of Kobayashi and 
Nagano [14] for the characteristic zero case. A corresponding result for 
graded algebras over arbitrary fields is due to Frank [6, 81. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 5? be a Lie algebra over an arbitrary $eld Q. Suppose Y 
has ajltration satisiving conditions (2.6)-(2.11). Then 
(1) [Yi , Zj] C Zi+j for al2 i, j > --h (where we take LT, = 9 for 
r > k). 
(2) If 9 is a nonzero ideal of 9 then 9 == 9 + Z0 . 
(3) Jf 9 is a nonzero ideal of 9 then for every t E Ti , i > 0, such that 
t $ 9i+1 there is an x E 9 such that [t, x] $ Pi . 
(4) [f  9 is a nonzero ideal of 9 and ;fi :‘- 0 is such that Pf + (0) then 
9 n Pi.., f  (0). 
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(5) If  Y and A!’ are nonzero ideals of3 and Sq # (0) then [3, A!] f  (0). 
(6) If  J& f  (0) then p has no nonzero abelian ideals. 
(7) If  X; # (0) and Y is$nite dimensional then 3 is semisimple. 
Proof. (1) By (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9), [Z, , -rC;] C Zj-i for all j. Hence 
(2.8) and the Jacobi identity show that [Pi, Z1] C Zi+j whenever i orj < 0. 
Then by (2.7) [Yi , Tj] C Y{,, whenever i + j <: 0. Assume that t > I 
and that [T< , Zj] C Ip,,, whenever i I j < t. Then if i + j := t we have 
either i > 0 or j > 0, say i > 0. Then [Y< , Pj] C [2(-i , Y?] 5 Ttml by the 
induction assumption. Furthermore [[Y; , Tj] E,] C [[Ti , Xi] Yj] + 
[gi[Zj , ,4p-J] C&i, again by the induction assumption. Hence by (2.9) 
we have [Pj , Y?] C &, whenever i -- j K t, so induction gives the con- 
clusion. 
(2) Since CC? + -f,cb is a subalgebra of 9 containing X; we see from (2.11) 
that if the conclusion fails then !!Y C Y’ . Assume this occurs and let i 3 0 be 
the largest integer such that B C P$ (such exists by (2.10)). Let s E Y, 
x 6 Ti+, n Y. Then (2.9) shows that there exists y  E X1 such that [x, 3~1 $ Y, 
Since [x, y] E iq this contradicts our assumption. 
(3) By (2.9) there is a y  E E1 such that [t, y] $ Yi . By (2) y  = x $ z 
where x E ‘9, z E W;, . Hence [t, x] + [t, z] $ Y* . But by (I), [t, z] E Y( so 
[t, 4 g 6”, . 
(4) If  T? = -(km. i then (2.9) shows that gi = YT+j for all j 2: 0 so that 
Y< =- nj Tj (0) by (2.10). Hence there exists t E Ic? such that t 4 Zi_i . 
Then (3) shows that there exists x E 9 such that 0 f  [t, X] E 3 n -Ypl 
(5) By (4) 9 n P0 f  (0). Then there exists i > 0 and 0 # x E Y n Yj 
such that x I$ Zj-., . Hence by (3) we have (0) f  [A, X] C [Y, A]. 
(6) If  9 is a nonzero ideal then by (5), [Y, Y] =# (0). 
(7) Let .z% be the radical of 2. I f  :% j- (0) then %?o) is a nonzero abelian 
ideal of ..Y for some i, contradicting (6). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let 9 be a Lie algebra over an arbitrary Jield Q. Suppose 9 
has a jiltration satisfying conditions (2.6)-(2.1 I). Let A be a subalgebra of 2’ 
satisfving 9 = ,A? i- 9” Then if Ai = A! n Yf , the filtration 
A!-, > A%?-~,~ 2 ... satisjies conditions (2.6)-(2.10). If 
Y == Jff + set (2.12) 
then the jiltration also satisfies condition (2.11). 
Proof. It is obvious that conditions (2.6), (2.7), and (2.10) are satisfied. 
Now if i >, 0 
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Since zl = (A + ZO) n 25, = A%’ n =T, + 9” we have 
which proves (2.9). To p rove (2.8) note that since (for i 3 2) JZi = 
[-%A > LZJ + lip_i+l we have 
Ei n (A + y6) 
= [Xi+, n (.A + 23, -Cl f-3 (A + %)I + =G+I n (J. + %J 
SO that (A% n A) + Y0 = [(.&+r n A) + % , (Z, n A) + =%I + 
(Zei+, n A) + Z0 C [Eitl n A, Z, n JY] + =.C$+r . Taking the inter- 
section with J&’ on both sides yields & n A4 C [LKi+, n Ji’, LK, n A%‘] + 
JZ’~+~ n A. The reversed inclusion is obvious so (2.8) holds. Finally, suppose 
that 2 = A! + YJC and let 9 be a subalgebra of JZZ properly containing 
.A’ n Y0 . Then 6”” == Z0 n (At’ + 2Zk) = (4 n 2Q + -rP, C .9’ + Lfk. 
Hence [.P, ZO] C [g, Y + ZJ _C .Y + Z0 . Thus P + Z0 is a subalgebra of 
2 which properly contains ZO. Hence .Y + Y0 = -!Z’ = A + 2s. But then 
sp n ZO E B + 9JZ0 = M + ZO/g, G A?/d&f n YO = A?/9 n Jrcb SO 
that A@’ = Y. Hence A?’ n Y0 is a maximal subalgebra of A“ so (2. I 1) holds. 
COROLLARY 2.3. If  9 = X(m: n: CD), Yi = X(m: n: @)i,,fsX,KEm for all i, 
and condition (2.5) holds, then conditions (2.6)-(2.11) hold. 
Proof. We have already noted (in Sect. 1) that X(m) (and hence X(m)@) 
satisfies (2.8)-(2.10) and (2.11). That X(m) satisfies (2.6) and (2.7) is immediate 
from the definitions. The result now follows by applying Lemma 2.2 to 
X(m: n: CD) C X(m)@ (noting that (2.5) implies (2.12)). 
DEFINITION. Let P’ be a finite dimensional Lie algebra over an arbitrary 
field and let A? be a subspace of 2. We say that 9 is strongly filtered with 
respect to A?’ if 2 has a filtration satisfying (2.6)-(2.1 I), 
and 
-% f  m (2.13) 
JA!cgc;, (2.14) 
for all i >, 0. (2.15) 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let 9 be ajkite dimensional Lie algebra over an arbitrary 
field Q. If  9 is strongly Jiltered with respect to A then 3’ has a simple ideal 9 
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such that .Y : A $ 9. Consequentb, ifAZoz) C.9 then lul’l) =-= 9 is simple. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 2 is semisimple. Hence by [20] 3 contains a 
nonzero ideal .Y such that 4 is a direct sum of characteristic simple ideals. 
Again by [20] we know that any ideal of a characteristic simple Lie algebra is 
nilpotent. Now by Lemma 2.1 2 -= .F + 2” . Assume we have 9 = 
9 + T< i &forsomei ;: 0. Then Y == .f -+ [Zi , Yi+i] f  &i (- & == 
J + [J -rP, , Y?,i] + x.+i + J? : . f  -!- -.r/i;.+r + J+‘. Thus, by induction 
on i and the fact that 2; ~~ (0) for sufficiently large i, we have 
Y’ z 9 I~ .A’ .f -1~ T,( . Hence by Lemma 2.2 
satisfies conditions (2.6))(2.11). Furthermore, since gZ -/ (0) Lemma 
2.1 (4) shows that 9 n Sr + (0). Then Lemma 2.1(5) shows that 4 is 
characteristic simple and Lemma 2.1 (6) h s ows that 9 has no nonzero abelian 
ideals. Thus I is simple. 
It is now easy to show that all Lie algebras of generalized C’artan type are 
simple. 
COROLLARY 2.5. If  S, m, n, and @ satisiv conditions (2.4) and (2.5) then 
X(m: n: @)(=) is simple. 
Proof. By (1.6) we may assume X # CS or CH. Take 2 X(m: n: @) 
and .+& ~~ x-(m: n: @),,l+,x KFm . Then (2.6)-(2.11) follow from Corollary 2.3, 
(2.13) is implied by (2.4); (2.14) follows from the definition of J&‘, and 
(2.15) also follows from the definition of J&’ unless i = 0 or 1. I f  i 0 or 1 
then (2.15) follows from the multiplication formulas of (1.7)-(1.9). Hence 
Proposition 2.4 applies. Noting that JFi) C Ti =: (0) for sufficiently large i 
gives the result. 
3. DETERMINATIOK OF ZicOLi 
The main result of this section is: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. IJet W and 8, satisiy the h3lpotheses of Theorem 1 and 
let L = I>-,< -1 .‘. T L,, + ..’ be as defined in Section 0. Then xi<0 L, is 
isomorphic (as a graded Lie algebra) to xi;,, X(m)[il,,i SX,KEn, where A’ : W, S, 
H, CH, or K. 
blast of the work in our proof (Lemmas 3.2-3.7) is devoted to the deter- 
mination of the possibilities for L_, and L, Once this information has been 
obtained it is possible to determine x:ic0 Lj either by techniques analogous to 
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those of [9, lO](where the characteristic zero case is considered) or by using 
the results of [12]. We will do the latter. 
Let V have basis {x1 ,..., x,}. For all 1 ,< i, j < n denote by Ejj the linear 
transformation defined by x,Eii = SikXj for all 1 < K < n. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let L be an irreducible Lie algebra of linear transformations of 
an n-dimensional vector space V. Let EIp and E,, EL. Then if 3 ,( 1 < n there 
exist A = C Eijaii , B = C Eijbfj , C = C Eijcii , and D = 1 Eijdij EL 
such that a,, # 0, b,, # 0, cl1 f  0, and dzl f  0. 
Proof. SinceL is irreducible the associative subalgebra of End Vgenerated 
by L must equal End V. Since {C E,fii 1 fLl = f12 = 0 for 3 < 1 .< n) is a 
proper subalgebra of End V it follows that either A or B must exist. Assume, 
without loss of generality, that A exists. Then we may take B = [A, EJ. 
The existence of C and D follows by symmetry. 
COROLLARY 3.3. In Lemma 3.2 we may assume that aij = dij = 0 unless 
i=20rj=landb,j=c,j=Ounlessi=10rj=2. 
Proof. Replace A by A(ad E,,)(ad E,,). The other cases are similar. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let L be as in Lemma 3.2 and assume 2 < r # s < n. Then 
there exists an element F = C Eijfjj EL with fr, # 0. 
Proof. Let A = C Eijaij EL be the element with a,, + 0 given by 
Corollary 3.3 and C = t: E,++ EL be the element with cls + 0 given by 
Lemma 3.2. Let T = [A, C] = C Eijt,, . Then t,, = aI,lcI, - cr2azS. If  
a 2s = 0 we take F = T. If  azS # 0 we take F = C Efjf<i = E,,(ad A)“. 
Then frs = -2aYIaz, # 0, as required. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let L be as in Lemma 3.2. Let G EL satisfy rank G = 1 and 
G2 = 0. Then (ad G)2 # 0. 
Proof. Assume (ad G)2 = 0. Since G2 = 0 we have 0 = H(ad G)2 = 
-2GHG for all HE L. Since rank G = 1 we have G == xzc,, Eunac,,pv where 
all , ,6, E Q. Then 0 = Er,(ad G)2 = E,,(ad G)2 = (E1r-Ea2)(ad G)2 implies 
alp2 = cQ, = 0 and aI& = o/2182 . Then 0~~ # 0 for i = 1 or 2 implies 
& = ,B, = 0 and ,Bi # 0 for i =: 1 or 2 implies 01~ = 01~ --_ 0. Assume that 
01~ = DL~ = 0 (the result in case /3r = p2 = 0 follows by symmetry). Then we 
may assume (changing basis in (x, ,... , xoE) if necessary) that aa = 1, aj =: 0 
for j > 3 and so G = x, E3,,/Iu . Let C = C Eijcij be the element with 
cl3 -# 0 given in Corollary 3.3. Then C(ad G)2 = G(-22P,c,,) =: 0. Thus 
/3r = 0 and similarly p2 = 0. Therefore we may assume (again changing 
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basis in /xa ,... , xn) if necessary) that G -- ES4 . But then if E = 2 Eijfij is 
the element with fd3 # 0 given in Lemma 3.4 we have 
F(ad G)” = G(-2f4J + 0, 
contradicting the assumption that (ad G)2 =- 0. Hence (ad G)” # 0. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let L be an irreducible Lie algebra of linear transformations of 
an n-dimensional vector space V. Let A EL and rank A = 1. Then: 
(i) If A’ f  0, L = gl( V). 
(ii) If A” = 0 and (ad A)” #- 0 then there is a basis {x1 ,..., xn} of b 
such that A = E,, , E,, EL. 
(iii) If 2 = 0 and (ad A)2 # 0 then L = gl( V), sl( V), sp( V), or 
csp( I9 
Proof. Although we are assuming only that characteristic J2 == p > 3 
we will use [21, Lemma V.8.2; 25, Lemma 21, both of which assume p > 5. 
This is justified since the proof of [21, Lemma V.8.21 in fact shows: (a) If  
e EL, a finite dimensional Lie algebra over a field of characteristic p > 3, 
e EL(ad e)2, and (ad e)a == 0, then there exist h, f EL such that [eh] == 2e, 
[fh] = -2f, and [ef] -:: h; and 
(b) If  E, F, H are linear transformations of a finite dimensional vector 
space over a field of characteristic p > 3, [EH] L 2E, [FH] == -2F, 
[EF] =.- H, and E2 = 0, then F2 -- 0. This is the only information from 
[21, Lemma V.8.21 used here and the only information used in the proof of 
[25, Lemma 21 which depended on the assumption that p > 5. Thus our 
proof is valid for p -== 5. 
Now part (i) of the lemma is just a restatement of [25, Lemma 2(i)] and 
(iii) is immediate from (ii), Lemma 3.5, and [25, Lemma 21. Thus we only 
need to prove (ii). 
Therefore assume A” = 0 and (ad ,4)2 # 0. As A’ = 0 we have 
(ad A)3 == 0. Then [21, Lemma V.8.21 shows that there exist B, HE L 
such that [AB] = H, [BH] = -2B, and [AH] = 2A. Moreover, the proof 
of [21, Lemma V.8.21 shows that since A‘-? = 0 we have B2 = 0, and hence 
A”+l = BP-1 = 0. Then by the remarks of [21, ch.V.21 we have that V is a 
completely reducible module for the 3-dimensional algebra spanned by 
A, B, and H. Since rank A = 1 all summands must be trivial except for one of 
dimension 2. Thus (ii) holds. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.6. 
Now if 9, L, , and L-, are as in Proposition 3.1 we have: 
LEMMA 3.7. There is an element A EL, satisfving rank ad A IL-l =-- 1. 
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I f  dim L-, > 1 we may assume L,(ad A)2 # (0). Consequently L, is one of 
gl(L,), +L), q-4L-l), or CSP(U. 
Proof. I f  dim Y/g0 = 1, then, as 9 is simple, there exists some a E 9s 
such that [5?, a] g YO. Set A = a + gI. 
I f  dim Z’/-(% > 1, then by condition (0.1) we know that r(Zs) contains 
a rank 1 transformation v  such that (ad T)~ # 0. Suppose that for some 
i > 1 we have that (&/.5$) p = (0) forj ,< i, that (Zi-i/ZO) v  # (0), and 
that (Zej/ZO) v  C (&+r/YO) for k 3 i > i. Then since rank p = 1 we must 
have y2 = 0. Hence F(&)(ad p)” = (v). Then since (Zj/=.Qr(ZO) C Tj/ZO 
for all i we see that (Z&/gO) v  = (=.F&&)(r(ZO)(ad P))~) = (0), a con- 
tradiction. Now if (Z1/ZO) v  = (0) th en by the Jacobi identity and the 
definition of the 9-f we see that (&I-E”,) y  C (&+i/Zs) for 1 < j < Fz. We 
have just seen that this is impossible. Hence (Zi/5$ q # (0). Thus if 
p,=~(x)forxE90wehavex$9iandsoO#B=x+9r~L,. Clearly 
rank (ad B IL,,) = rank 9 = 1. Thus if (ad B IL._,)” # 0, Lemma 3.6(i) 
shows thatL, ==gl(L-,). Clearly this contains the required A. If  (ad B1,_1)2 = 0 
then we have I$ = 0 so (9)) = r(Ys)(ad T)~. Hence there exists 4 E F(9s) such 
that v  = #(ad v)“. Th en if # = r(y) for y  E 9s it is clear that 
( y  + Zr)(ad B)2 == B # 0. 
Hence we may take A = B. 
The final statement of the lemma now follows from Lemma 3.6. 
Proposition 3.1 now follows directly from Lemma 3.7 and [12, Lemma 
4. I]. (Note that the definition of “Lie algebra of classical type” used in [ 121 
includes the algebra sl( V) even if p j dim I’.) 
4. DETERMINATION OF L 
Having determined &,, L, we now wish to determine L (i.e., to find all 
“Lie algebras of Cartan type” in the sense of [12]). We begin by defining a 
continuous automorphism @ of W(m) to be r-homogeneous if 
W(4[dr@ = W4bl,, for all i E B. (4.1) 
Also, we recall (Definition 2.2) that X(m: n) = X(m) n W(m: n). Using these 
definitions we can now state the main result of this section. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let X = W, S, H, CH, or K. Let L be a finite dimensional 
graded subalgebra of V41+6X,K.“m . suppose Ci,<oLi = Ciso X(4[il,l+sx Ktm , 
L 
2+6X .I: # (0), and [L-, , L,] # 0 if X = K. Then there exists a (1 + Sx,&,,,)- 
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homogeneous @ c Aut W(m) and an m-tuple n of strictly positive integers such 
that one of the following occurs: 
(a) X(m: n) > L@ 2 X(m: n)(2), 
(b) S =- IV and CS(m: n) 2 L@ 2 CS(m: n)t2). 
Our proof of this proposition is based on the following result of Kostrikin 
and Safarevic [16, Chap. III, Th. 21. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let L satisfy> the hypotheses of Proposition 4.1 with 
X = W, S, H, OY CH. Then there exists a I-homogeneous YE Aut W(m), and 
an m-tuple n of strictly positive integers such that one of the following occurs: 
(a) X(m: n: Y) 2 LY > -X(m: n: Y)@), 
(b) S = II’ and CS(m: n: Y) 2 LY 2 CS(m: n: Y)(*). 
To obtain this formulation of the cited result note that W(9) (inthenotation 
of [16]) may be written in our notation as W(m: n) Y m1 for appropriate n 
and Y.) 
Sow W(m: n: Y) -= W(m) Y n W(m: n) -- W(m: n). Also S(m)Y =A 
{D E W(m)i(dxl A ... A dx,,,) $D : 0:. Since (dq A ” A dx,,,) $h : 
(det(xi$Dj))(ds, A ... A d.x,,,) we see that S(m) Y = s(m)(for dct(s,#Di) E Q 
since Y is l-homogeneous). Hence S’(m: n: Y) :- S(m) Y n W(m: n) == 
S(m) n W(m: n) = S(m: n). Similarly CS(m: n: Y) L CS(m: n). Thus in 
any of these cases Proposition 4.1 is immediate from Proposition 4.2. 
To deal with the cases S =- H and X = CH we use the discussion of 
[16, Ch. 1.3.21. It is shown there that if Y is as in Proposition 4.2 then there 
exists a l-homogeneous automorphism 0 of W(m) such that W(m: n)@ =~= 
W(m: n) and (~~~~ dx, A dx+(,,i:e)) $0 ~7 c’,if dqi) A d.q,+(,,, .?)I where 
7 is a permutation of (l,..., ml. Let S :_ 7- l. Then 6 induces an automorphism 
of %(m) which we again denote by 6 and hence a l-homogeneous 
automorphism d of W(m). Define an m-tuple s by s8ci) nj for all i, 
1 < i 2:; m. Then X(m: n: Y) t&l (X(m) Y n W(m: n)) OLl =.= 
X(m) Y@A n W(m: n) Od - x(m) n W(m: s) =z X(m: s). Thus setting 
@ = Y@A gives the result. (Pl’ote that X(m) CD = X(m) since F preserves 
C,“!; dx; A dxi~+(,,< ;?) .) 
This leaves only the case S K. Accordingly, we now assume S K 
(and suppress the subscript 1 + SX,K~,,, indicating the gradation of R(m)). 
The proof has several steps. 
(1) If  D E W(40.,+cm 7 [D, sK(xi)] E K(m) for all i, 1 :, i :< m - 1, and 
[D, BK(l)] E K(m) then D E K(1). ConsequentlyL C K(m). 
Proof. It is easily seen, using (1.9) that if F E K(m) there exists G E K(vz) 
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such that F = [G, aK( l)]. Th us we may assume [D, gK(l)] =z 0 (for we may 
set F = [D, Bn,(l)] and then consider D - G). Again using (1.9) we see that 
if FE K(m) satisfies 0 = [F, SK(l)] = [F, B&xi)] for 1 < j < i where 
i < m then there exists G E K(m) such that 0 = [G, BK(l)] = [G, gK(~j)] for 
1 <<j < i and [G, gK(xi)] = F. As above we can thus assume 0 = 
[D, PK(l)] = [D, gK(~J] for 1 < i < m. But then D == 0 E K(m). 
(2) Let B = {D EL /[D, gK(l)] = 0) and B, = B n Li . Then 
B, f  0 and hence B, # (0). 
Proof. Since L, # (0) and (~xl(x’i”“))(ad~,(x~;))’ = gK(6~3fi), it is 
clear that L, contains an element of the form D = gK(C .~a,) where the 
a, E Q and for some N we have a(m) = 0, a, # 0. Then 
0 f  D(ad gK(~~z’l))ail) . . . (ad ~K(X%-~))“(w~) E B, . 
Since Efst, B,/B-, s &a H(m - l)til,, and B, # (0) it follows from 
[16, Chap. I.101 that B, f (0). 
(3) Define 7: K(m) n ker(ad gK(l)) ---f H(m - 1) by (giK(f))q = 
sH(f). Then it is clear from (1.8) and (1.9) that 7 is a homomorphism of 
Lie algebras. 
(4) If  Y is a l-homogeneous automorphism of W(m - I) preserving 
H(m - 1) then Y extends to a 1 f  l m homogeneous automorphism Y, of 
W(m) preserving K(m) and such that 7Y = Yrq. 
Proof. Let DiY = Cj Dpij . Then (aij) is invertible. Let (cQ)’ = (pij). 
It is easily checked that D,Y = #-1 Di# where # is the unique admissible 
automorphism of BI(m - 1) satisfying xi4 == Cj xjpii . Since H(m - 1) Y = 
H(m - 1) it is easily seen that W& =: aw, for some 0 # a E Q. This implies 
CET1 /3,i/3zia(i) = u(j) ajTa. Let $i be th e unique admissible automorphism 
of a(m) satisfying .a& = CL;“=;’ x& for I < i < m - 1, x,,,#, =: .qna. Then 
=a(dx,) + C r.dv ,:I-3 . ~(~B&4~) =aw3. 
Thus $r preserves K(m). Since #r extends $ and gK( f) extends gX(f)y it is 
clear that ?Y = Yry,?7. 
(5) There exists a I + E, homogeneous automorphism @ of W(m) and 
an (m - 1)-tuple r of positive integers such that (BK(xE)I 01 E A(m), a(i) < p’c 
for 1 < i .< m - 1, n(m) = 0) > L @ n ker(ad SK(l)) 3(gK(~%),a: E A(m), 
a(i) < p’i for 1 <i-<m- l,a(m) ==O,andol#C~=~‘(pri- 1)~~). 
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Proof. By (2), (L n ker(ad pK(l)))q C H(m - 1) satisfies the hypoth- 
eses of Proposition 4.1. As we have already proved this proposition 
in case X = H wc conclude that there exists a l-homogeneous auto- 
morphism Y of W(m - 1) and an (m - I)-tuple r of positive integers 
such that H(m - I : r) S (L n ker(ad gK( I))) 7Y > H(m - 1: r)tpI. It is 
immediate that H(m - 1) Y C H(m - l)(for H(m -- l)[,l,,Y =- H(m - I)L~~,~ 
for i < 0). Then letting Y’, be as in (4) and setting @ = Y’i we have 
H(m - 1: r) 1 (L@ n ker(ad QK(l))) 7 I H(m - 1: r)(*). Now we have 
H(m -- 1: r) :: <GZH(hn)~ a E; A(m - I: r) or OL ~~ pr~ci for 1 ’ 
i <m- I) and H(m- 1: r)(*) == (SH(xa)l aEA(m- 1: r), a # 
~~=~’ (p’i - 1) ci) (by [16, Chap. 1.6.11). In view of the definition of rl 
this shows that (G3K(~“)i OL E A(m), a(;) < pri for 1 ~5 i 2:. m -- 1, 
44 ~~ 0) i. (g&l~‘+?)l 1 -; i <\ m ~ I> > L@ n ker(ad QK( 1)) 1 
(SK(xa)i a E A(m), a(i) < p’i for 1 . i : m - 1, a(m) -= 0, a: -1. 
CyLy4-,’ ( p’l- 1)~~). Now ~K(XJI1’~~)ad(~!K(.~*~,~~))ad(~i,(x~~)) _~ -$$K(2X(1JTii l)(i) 
Thus we must have L@ n ker(ad gK( I)) C (9K(~“)I a: E A(m), a(i) < pr, for 
1 5; i z.; m - I, a(m) = 0), as required. 
(6) To simplify notation we will replace L by LCD (which again satisfies 
the hypotheses). 
(7) Let C = (GZK(zcft icll~ )I 1 :-: i : m - 1) L K(m). Then C CL. 
Proof. Let E = (9K(~‘~-~jirk)11 --: i,j, k .-.l m-l). Then K(m)[,],,.~G,,c 
C + E and E CL (by (5) and (6)). Since [L_, , L,] f  (0) we have L, + E 
and hence L, n C # (0). But L, acts irreducibly on C (C is the natural 
module forL,, z csp(m - 1)). Hence C CL. 
(8) There exists an integer n,,, ;s 1 such that aK(&n) EL if and only if 
0 < t < p’m. 
Proof. The result will follow by applying Proposition 4.1 to the subalgebra 
(LT~~(x*~~~)I t ;: 0) n L of W(1) if we can show 9’K(~3rrn) EL. 
Suppose 01 E A(m), a(m) = 0, and Cylyl a(i) == a ~~~ 2 or 4. Then for some 
j, a(,j) < p - 1 and so, by (5) and (i’), L contains [9K(~W+f~), 9?K(~C~ia~~~)]. 
Thus L contains 9K(X”+t~~). Also L contains [9&zcf1tGnl), 9K(.Vi-‘m)] x 
QK(G”*n)2 and hence contains [gK(xti ‘~‘rn), 9K(~zE*v~)] = gn,(2(a - 1) x3 +2rm). 
Thus to show gK(&=) EL it is sufficient to show L(ad gK( 1))3 f  0. This is 
immediate, since 
(9) Define an m-tuple n by taking n, = ri for 1 ( i Q. m - 1 (with r 
as in (5)) and taking nprr as defined in (8). Then we have, by (5), (6), and (8) 
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that(SSK(Xm)Ia E A(m:n), a(m) = 0) >Lnker(ad gK(l)) 2 (gK(~a)[a E A(m:n), 
a(m) = 0,01 # EL;’ (p”i - 1) Q) andgK(xtem) EL if and only if 0 < t <p”m. 
We claim that this implies K(m: n) > L 1 K(m: n)(i). This will prove Proposi- 
tion 4.1. 
(10) {gK(xU)jor E A@: n), al(m) = 0, 01 # y  = C:;’ (~“1 - 1) ci} u 
{5SK(@m)I 0 < t < prim} generates K(m: n)(l). 
Proof. Let M be the subalgebra generated by the set. We must show 
~~(Xa)EMforallcrEA(m:n)exceptol=~~,(pni-l)Eiifm+3=O 
mod p. Let 1 01 1 = CL1 (1 + aim) a(i). We proceed by induction, assuming 
gK(xB) E M if j ,G j < j (Y 1 or j ,!I j = 1 cy I and /3(m) < a(m). 
If  01 = y  + te, and t < prim - 1 then M contains [~K(~+CI-CY), 
~K(~~l+‘;+(t+l)E,)] = gK(x”)(-(m + 3)). Thus BK(x”) E M if m + 3 $ 0 
modp. In addition if a = 1 or 2 then M contains 
[gK(X-l), cj?K(Xw+(~+l~%x)] 
= LSK(xa)(- l)a+l(m + 1 + a) + 9K(~w-‘1-fy+Em)(- I)“a. 
Thus M contains SK(~n)(m+ 1). Hence we have &SR(~~+tr~) E M if t < p”-- 1. 
I f  t = pa, - 1 then [58&~+‘m), JS&&~)] = 6Sx((m + 3) XY+~‘~) E M. 
Now suppose 01 = ,R + t6, where /I # y, P(m) = 0. Assume, without loss 
of generality, that p( 1) < p’~ - 1. Then if t < prim ~ I we have [CSK(@), 
93,(x (t+i)Em)] =: g&x=)( -(2 - Czi1 a(;))). Treating x~+~I similarly we see 
that either gK(x”) or gK(x a+<~) EM. But by our inductive assumption 
[gK(xa+el), $8K(5’;)] - $SK(x”) E M so gK(x”) E M in either case.If t = p’“~ - 1 
we treat [gK(zc”pEm), S+K(x2”~)] = 5VK(za)(4 - CE<’ a(i)) and [~K(~a+rr-r~), 
gK(+m)] = ~K(~~+cl)(3 - ~~=~’ a(i)) similarly to get GK(xa) E M. 
(11) K(m:n)>L. 
Proof. I f  not, as L is graded, there exists some t and some D EL, such 
that D $ K(m: n) and L, C K(m: n) for all s < t. This is easily seen to imply 
that D = ~~zl~K(~rJni~~) ai + E, where the ai E Q and E E K(m: n). As 
K(m: n)(l) CL we see that we can assume either D = Cyzyl 23~(xPni’?) ai or 
D = 5BK(xPnffl~~) a, . But either of these forms for D contradicts (9). 
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.1. 
We also need to determine the algebras L which satisfy Ci<,,Li = 
cico ~(“hJ+sx~,~m for some X but which do not satisfy the hypotheses of 
Proposition 4.1. This is done in: 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let X = W, S, H, CH, OY K. Let L be a finite 
dimensional graded subalgebra of W(m),+8x KEm . Suppose CgO Li === 
cia x(“h.l+s, Kern ’ Then : 
&I/40/2-10 
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(a) If X -= W and L, = (0) then either L := -J& Li or L is isomorphic 
to sl(m + 1). 
(b) If X -7 S, and L, = (0) then either L -= Cico Li OY p I(m + 1) and 
L is isomorphic to psl(m + 1). 
(c) If X = H or CH andL, = (0) then L = xtto L, . 
(d) If S =- K and L, == (0) then either L -= ClcO Lj or L is isomorphic 
to sp(m $ l}. 
(e) If ?l == K, L, + (0), and [L_, , L,] = (0) then there exists some 
m-tuple of positive integers n and some (1 + E,,,)-homogeneous CD E Aut W(m) 
such that if 
Proof. Part (a))(c) are proved in [16, Chap. 1.101. 
(d) We consider (L n ker(ad sK(l)))v. This is easily seen to be a 
subalgebra of H(m - 1) satisfying the hypotheses of (c). Thus 
ker(ad gK(l)) n L, =~= (0) 
so the proof of (2) in the proof of Proposition 4.1 shows that 
Since C is an irreducible L, module either L, = (0), giving L = CicO Li , 
orL, = C, givingL s sp(m + 1). 
(e) As in (5) in the proof of Proposition 4.1 we may find some (1 + c,)- 
homogeneous @ E Aut W(m) and some (m - I)-tuple of positive integers r 
such that H(m - I : r) 2 (L@ n ker(ad gK(l)))~ 1 H(m - 1: r)t2). Now as 
[L-, , L,] = (0) we see that L@ = L@ n kerfad gK(l)) + (3&xEm)). Setting 
ni = ri for 1 < i .< m - 1 and n,, == 1 gives the result. 
5. EMBEDDING 2’ IN W(m: n) 
In this section we will show that under certain conditions 9 can be 
embedded in some W(m: n). 
Before stating our main result we recall (see the discussion preceeding 
Proposition 1.7) that if X(m) 19 then we may view gr 9 as a subalgebra of 
X(m). Also, TXtM) denotes the torus defined in (1.10). 
Our principal result is: 
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PROPOSITION 5.1. Let Q be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
p > 3. Let X = W, S, CS, H, CH, or K. Let 9 be a subalgebra of W(rr-~)~+~~.~~~~ 
such that for some m-tuple of positive integers n we have X(m: n) 2 gr 9 > 
X(m: II)@) and [9, T,(,,] _C 3’. Then there is some @ E Aut,(W(m),+,X,KE,) 
such that Z@ _C W(m: II) and [9@, Txcm,] C BD. 
As usual we will construct @ by successive approximation. The result 
which makes this possible is: 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let Q, X, and 9 be as in Proposition 5.1. Suppose that 
forsomej > 1 we have 
-% G Wm : 4 + W(m)i+i,l+6X,KEm for all i E Z. (5.1) 
Then there exists a YE Aut,( W(m),+,x KF7n) such that 
and 
for all i E Z, (5.2) 
Furthermore if j > max{(l + SX,K S,,,,) pnu 1 1 < u < m} we may take 
YE AWWOI+G~.~~J 
We now show that the first proposition is an immediate consequence 
of the second. For if 9 satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 5.1 then 
(since (5.1) is vacuous for j = 1) it satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 5.2 
for j = 1. Thus we may find Y, E Aut,( W(m),+,x,K,) so that 9Yr satisfies 
the hypotheses of Proposition 5.2 for j = 2 (since (5.2) for j = 1 is the same 
as (5.1) for j = 2). Continuing in this manner we can inductively define 
Y, E Aut,( W(m),+Gx,x~~J for all 1 > 1 such that: 
(a> u’, E AutdW(m)l+GX,KEm) whenever 
z > max{(l + &C,K %,,)p”~ I 1 < u < ml, 
(b) =-K(IIl”=, FL) C W(m: n) + W(m)i+k+l,l+sx,,~,,, for all i E Z and 
all k > 1, 
and 
Cc> [.31kl yt), TTMI C -WIl”=, lu,) for all k 3 1. 
Now set @ = I-I:=, YL . By (a) the infinite product is defined. By (a) and (b) 
we have 
=%@ C fi (W(m : 4 + Ui(m)i+k+l.l+GX,K+J = W(m : 4 
k=l 
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for all i E Z. Similarly (a) and (c) give [-,cP@, TX(,)] C 93, proving Propo- 
sition 5.1. 
We will now introduce some notation to simplify the discussion of Prop- 
osition 5.2. If  X is a subalgebra of W(VZ),,~~ Ktm , E > 1, and i > -2 we 
define 
and 
grz X = 1 (grz 3?J. 
It is easily checked that grl% is a (graded) subalgebra of gr X. Using this 
notation we may restate Proposition 5.2 as: 
PROPOSITION 5.2’. Let Q, X, and Y be as in Proposition 5.1. Suppose 
that for some j > 1 we have gr 9 = grj 9. Then there exists a 
Y E AuW’(m),+~X,Ktm) such that gr(6PY) = grj-il(ZY) and [ZY’, 
T,(,,,,] C JY’. Furthermore z. j > max {(I + S,,, S,,,,,)p”l~ / 1 < u < m} 
we may tahe YE Autj( W(m),+GX,KC7n). 
The proof of Proposition 5.2’ is rather complicated, depending on several 
lemmas. We will now state these subsidiary results, show that they imply 
the proposition, and then give their proofs. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let Q, X, 9, and j be as in Proposition 5.2’. Then there 
exists CD E Autj( W(m)l+,~,KCm) such that (gr BD)i = (grj+lBD)i for all i < 0 
and [Z@, Txcm)] C 9rP. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let Q, X, 9, and j be as in Proposition 5.2‘. Assume that 
(gr Y)i = (grj+lL?), for all i < 0 and that some (gr 9)k contains an element 
y  such that y  4 (grj+l 9)k and that [Li , y] C grj+l9 for all i < 0. Then for 
some u and v, 1 < u, v  < m we have 
j + k = (1 + SX,K &,,) p”v - (1 + ~.x,,Y LvL). (5.3) 
Furthermore: 
(i) I f  X + K then Y E Jfk + W(m: 4k+l,l + W(m)k+j+l,l + 
(DrX~~“% j 1 < Y, s < m, n, = n,). 
(ii) I f  X = K and u i’- m then y  E Zk --+ W(m: n)k+l.,.+rm + 
Wm)li+j+l,l+~, + ((Die(i) - D,, x.7) xpn+.5 / 1 < r 5: m - 1, 1 r- s < m, 
fh = n,, , %,,, r- hri,>. 
(iii) Zf X = K and u = m then y  t 9,L 1 W(m: n'!,, , I,l+t, + 
W(m),+j+l.,+cm + iD,, x3’“‘“+ 1 1 2~’ s :’ m, n,s Jf,., R. 6 s,., j 
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COROLLARY 5.5 Let Q, X, 9, andj be as in Proposition 5.2’. Let (gr -Q = 
(grjfi LQfor alli < 0 and assume j > max{( 1 + S,,, S,,,) p”u / 1 < u 5: m]. 
Then (gr 9)i = (g rj+r 6p)i for all i E Z. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let Q, X, 9, and j be as in Proposition 5.2’. Let (gr 9)i = 
(grjfr 9)i for all i < 0, but gr 9 # gri+r 3’. Then: 
(a) grj+lZ 3 X(m: 1)‘“). 
(b) If grj+lZ 1 X(m: s)12) for some m-tuple s < n then there exists an 
m-tuple r and some t, 1 < t < m, such that s < r < r + l t < n, 
X(m: r)c2) cl grjfr 9, and X(m: r + Q2) e grj+r 9. 
(c) If r and t are as in (b) then there exist u and U, 1 ,< u, v < m, and 
elements a, ED for all w E B = {b / I < b < m, (1 + S~~&,,,,)pn~ = 
(1 + 8X,K8vJpn~} such that G = DU(x~rfCl + zwcB a,x” we,) 5 & + 
W(m: r)k.1+6X KEm + Wh 4k+1,1+6X Kcm + W(m)~+j+l,~+~x,KE,,, j where 
AJ = (1 + %,~L,JPQ - (1 + h,~&,m), and k +i = (1 + &,KL,J P”* - 
(1 + %r,KLrL). 
LEMMA 5.7. Let r, t, and the a, be as in Lemma 56(c). Let ‘p be 
the unique continuous element of Aut(%(m): W(m)) satisfying x,@ = x, for 
all h # t and xtp-l = xt + CwcB a~‘-rt’~p’“w-rt’Cw. Then grj 90 = gr 9 and 
grj+lBD 1 X(m: r + eJC2). 
LEMMA 5.8. Let @ be as &Lemma 5.7. Then there existsOEAuti( W(m),+,x KEm) 
such that grj 3’@@ = gr 9@0, grj+r 330 2 X(m: r + .Q2) ‘and 
[LFDO, T,(,,] C 300. 
Proposition 5.2’ is immediate from these results. For Lemma 5.3 shows 
that we may assume (grj+’ ZQ = (gr Y)i for all i < 0. Hence Corollary 
5.5 gives the result when j 3 max{l + SX,K S,,, p”u / 1 < u < m}. In the 
remaining case we assume gr j+lZ # gr 9. Then Lemmas 5.6-5.8 show that 
if grj+lY > X(m: s)(“) 
grj+lBDO > X(m: 
we may find CPO E Aut,(W(m),+SX,K~m) so that 
s ) ’ t2) for some s’ > s (take s’ = r + et) and [&DO, 
Txcm)] _C BDO. As each ni is finite, iteration yields grj+r.Y!YZ X(m: n)t2) 
and [Y!?‘, Txcm,] C YY for some Y’YE Aut,( W(m),+,x &. Lemma 5.6(b) 
then shows that grj+Y!Y = gr 9Y. This completes the proof of Propo- 
sition 5.2‘. 
It remains to prove these lemmas. Throughout these proofs we will write 
T for TX(,) , W(m)i for WWi,1+6X,Kr, I W(m: n)i for W(m: n)i.l+s, K6m , 
and L for gr 9. Most of the proofs have several steps. 
Proof of Lemma 5.3. (1) Suppose X # K. I f  D E W(m) and 
[D, L-r] E W(m: n) then D E W(m: n) + (DU~~n”f~ 1 1 < u, v  < m). 
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Proof. Since L_, = (D, j 1 .‘: u < rnj this is clear. 
(2) Suppose X = K. If  D E W(m) and [D,LJ E W(m: n) for all i < 0 
then D g W(m: n) + ((D,p(zZ) - D&~) x~J”2c* 1 I < w -< m - 1, 
1 < v ;< rn>. + (D,,,.Y~‘~~~~ / 1 <I z < m>. 
Proof. Set E,. = D*a(zZ) - Dn,xcc for 1 3: w < m - 1 and E,,, := D,,, . 
Then [B, ,L,] =: (0) for 1 < w < m and i < 0. Since D can be written in 
the form ~~~_, E,,.f,,, where the fW E ‘91(m) the result is immediate. 
(3) T C 20 + W(m: II), $ W(m)j+l . 
Proof. By hypothesis we have 5$ C Li + W(m: n)i+l + W(m)i+j for all i. 
Since all the summands are invariant under ad T we have PzU CLiV + 
W(m: n);+l + W(m);+? for all v  E T*. Thus for yr EL; we can find 
y2 E W(m: n)l+l and ya E W(m),Y+j such that yr -1 ya + ya E 9;“. 
Similarly, if t, E T we can find t, E W(m: n): , t, E IV(m)~jI , and t, E W(m)y+1 
such that t, + t, + t3 + t, E 6poo. Then z-[y1+y2+y3,tl+t2+ 
t3 + &I $ v(tl)(yl + yz + y.) E 2. However, we also have z = [yr +- ~‘a + 
y3 , t, + t3 + t41 E J+Wi+l so z E W(m)+, f7 2 = pi,.1 _C W(m: n)i+l + 
FF’(m)i+j+r . It is easily seen that [yU , tJ E W(m: n)i+l u W(m)i+j,.l unless 
U-l, v=3. Thus [yl , t31 E WW n>i+l + WWi+j+l> n J+‘(4[i+fl C 
W(m: n). Since, in particular, this holds for all yr ELM , i < 0, we see that 
t, is of the form given in (1) or (2). S ince t3 E W(m)O we see that t, E W(m: n), 
proving the assertion. 
(4) Let El,..., Emc W(m),,],, be such that [Du, E,] + [E,, D,] E W(m: n) 
for all u, v, 1 < u, v  < m. Suppose further that [Du + E, , T] = (D, + E,) 
for all u, 1 < u < m (where T = TX(,) , X # K). Then there exists 
F E Wm);i+,l,~ such that E, - [F, D,] E W(m: n) for all U, 1 < u < m. 
Proof. Let G E W(m)~i+,l,, and set G, = E, - [G, D,,]. Then Gr ,..., G, 
again satisfy the hypotheses. Hence it is sufficient to show that if E, E W(m: n) 
for all u, 1 < u < v, we may find GE W(m)Fi+ll.l so that [G, D,] E W(m: n) and 
E, - [G, D,] E W(m: n). Now for 1 < u < v  we have [E, , D,]. Thus if 
E, = C D,x%z(Z, CX) where the a(Z, a) E Q we see that if a(Z, m) # 0 and 
(a(u) > 0 then 01 - cU E A(m: n). Thus setting G = C Dpza+%(Z, a) 
(summed over 01 F# A(m: n)) gives the result. 
(5) Let El,..., I-%,-r E W(m)til,l+r, be such that [gK(xB), Is,] + 
[E, , 9K(~B)] E W(m: n) for all u, D, 1 < u, v  < m - 1, and that 
[9&l), E,] E W(m: n) for all u, 1 < u < m - 1. Suppose further that 
[g&n) + Eu , Tl = @&,J + J-L) f  or all u, 1 < u < m - 1 (where 
T = TKcnLj). Then there exists F E W(m)~i+,l,l+,m such that E, - [F, gK(xp)] E 
W(m: n) for all u, 1 < u < m - 1, and that [F, 5BK( l)] E W(m: n). 
Proof. Since [Eu , Dm] E W(m: n) for 1 < u < m - 1 we may assume that 
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E, = E,,, + E,., + (Eu,3 + Eu,J xPnmcm where x,,~E~,~ = 0 for t = 1, 3, 
x,Eu,t = 0 for 1 < z, < m - 1 and t = 2,4, [Eu,t , D,,] = 0 for 1 < t ,( 4, 
and E,,, E W(m: n) for t = 3, 4. Then the result follows by applying 
(4) to (E,,,t 1 1 < u < m - I> for t = 1, 2 and Corollary 1.3 to 
(E,,,, j 1 -< u < m - lj for t = 3, 4. 
(6) There exists @ E Autj( W(m),+,,Kc,) such that (gr =%‘@))a = 
(grjfr Z@)-, and [BD, T,oJ C BD. 
Proof. We may assume X = K (for the result is vacuous in all other 
cases). Then L-, = (D,,,). Let v  E T* be such that L-, = Lc, . Then there 
exist y1 E W(m: n)Yl,lfr, , yz 6 W(m);j-2],1+cm, and y3 E W(m)L,l+Em such 
that D,, + yr + ya + y3 E 9. Also there exists z E W(m)~jl,,+t,n such that 
[D,, , z] = -yr , Now by Proposition 1.6 there exists YE Autj( W(m),+,,,J 
such that Y - ad z - I E Homj+r( W(m),+t-, , W(m),+,m). Hence (D,,, + y1 + 
yz + y3) Y = D, + yl + y4 wherey, E W(m)jpl,l+E,. Also (since z E W(m)O) 
we have [siY, T] C -FiY + W(m),+j+l,l+Fm , Hence by Proposition 1.7 we can 
find 0 E Autj+,( W(m),+,m) such that [sfY@, T] C g.YO. Then (D, + y1 + 
yz + ~3) Y@ = Dm + y1 + y5 , ys E W(PZ)j-1,1+, , SO (grj+l 9Y@)-a z 
CD,,,) = (gr -rPY@)), . Th us @ = YO is the requ:ed automorphism. 
(7) There exists 0 E Autj(W(m),+8x,KEnl) such that (gr BD)i == 
(grjfl ,Lp@)i for all i < 0 and [BD, TX(,)] C L&P. 
Proof. In view of (6) we may assume that (gr 2))s = (grj+r 9))a . I f  
y1 ELY1, q EL’11 then there exist elements yz E W(m: n): , z2 E W(m: n): , 
Y3 E w(m)[j-l] ) zs E W(m),“j-ll , y4 E W(m)j , and z, E W(m)j such that 
y  = yr + ya + y3 + y4 and z = zr -+ za + z3 + z, E Zr. Hence 
[y, z] E 2, C W(m: n) + W(m)jpl . Since [yU , zu] E W(m: n) U W(m)j+, un- 
les u = 1, v  = 3, or u = 3, v  = 1 we have [yr , z3] + [y3 , .zr] E (W(m: n) + 
W(m)j-l) n W(m)o-,I _C W(m: n). Also, if X = K we have wr E W(m: n)-l 
and wa E W(m)j-l such that w = D,, + w1 + w2 E 2. Hence [y, w] E 2-s C 
W(m: n) + W(m)j-, . Now [y, , D,] E W(m: n) u W(m)+, unless u = 3 or 4 
and [yll , WJ E W(m: n) u W(m)j_, unless u = 1, 21 = 2 or u = 3, ZJ == 1. 
Hence [y3 , &I + 1~~) %I + [yl ,4 + [y3 lwJ E W(m: 4 + Wbh 
and so [y3 , D,] E (W(m: n) + W(m)j_,) n W(m)[j-31 C W(m: n). Then by 
(4) (if X # K) or (5) (if X = K) we can find an element t E W(m)Fj, such that 
[yl , t] + y3 E W(m: n) for all y1 EL-, and that [D, , t] E W(m: n) if X = K. 
The required @ is constructed from t exactly as in (6). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.3. 
Proof of Lemma 5.4. We can find yr E W(m: n),,, , ya E W(m)[,.+jl and 
y3 E WWk+j+l such that y’ ==y +yr+ya +ya~9*. If  z,EL, (for 
i < 0) we can find zs E W(m: n),+r and z3 E W(m)i+j+l so that z’ = z, + 
% + za E 9i . Then [y’, z’] E W(m: n) + W(m)k+i+j+l . Now [y, z,] E 
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W(m: 4 ” Wtmh+i+j+l for all f  and [ye, .sf] E W(m: n) u W(m),,,+j+l 
except for e = 2, f  = 1. Hence [ya , ZJ E (W(m: n) + W(m),+,+j+l) n 
W(m)[k+i+jl $ W(m: n). Thus [y& , Li] C W(m: n) for all i < 0. The result is 
now immediate from (1) and (2) in the proof of Lemma 5.3. 
Proof of CoroZZury 5.5. If  the result fails then there exist k >, 0 and 
y  gLIi such that y  $ (grj+l 6”)k and that (grj+r 9), = (gr Z), for all 1 < k. 
But then, by Lemma 5.4, we have j < j + k _-_ (1 + S,., Szi,llc)p~~u - 
(1 + 8X,K8U,m) for some u and u,, 1 < u, “u’ < m, and this contradicts the 
hypotheses of the corollary. 
Proof of Lemma 5.6. (1) (gr3” JQ = L, , (grj+l 9)a,.s,,, + (0), and 
Kg rj+l Y))Z , (grj+l Z)r] f  (0) if X z K. 
Proof. Suppose (gr j+l Z)i = Li for all i < k and that y E LIy, 
y  6 (grj+’ Y)k . Then Lemma 5.4 (and the invariance of the various Li , si, 
W(m: n)i and W(m)i under ad T) shows that for some w, 1 &. w :< m, we 
have D, E W(m)“. Now if X = W, CS, CH, or K we have X(m);,l # 
(0) # X(rn)FVl implies u E “J (mod p). Thus for these cases we have 
(grj+l -rP), = L, for all i < p - 1 - 8X,K, which proves our assertion. 
(Note that if X = K we have [L, , L2] # (0), so our result holds even if 
p = 5.) 
Similarly S(m);,] + (0) =# S(m)!-,, , u#--I,impliesju+ 1 j >min(m,pJ. 
As m > 3 this shows that if X = S then (gr j+l Y)i = L, for i < 2. Then if 
1 < u < Z’ < m we have 
0 =# [D21~2Fti, Dvx2’“] E (gr’+lJZ), (5.7) 
and our assertions hold in this case. 
Finally, H(m);,] # (0) # H(m);v_,l , u # -1, implies / u + 1 1 > 2. 
Hence if X = H we have (grj+l 6”), -= Li for i < 1. Also, Dtlxpcc E H(m)” 
implies D, $ H(m)” for all zj, I ci v  < m, and so (5.7) with v  = 6 shows that 
k’ j+r Y)Z # (0) and our assertions hold in this case. 
(2) grj+r 9 2 X(m: 1)(2). 
Proof. By (l), gr 3~~ .9’ satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 4.1. Hence 
j+r 2 3 X(m: s)(W for some s and 0 as in that proposition. Now 
F(m: s)(:l X( m: l)cZ) and @ (as in Proposition 4.1) stabilizes X(m: I)(“‘, 
giving the result. 
(3) grj+lZ > X(m: r) V) implies grj+l 9 > X(m: r) n L. 
Proof. Note that X(m: r) C X(m)” + X(m: r)( ). Hence if the assertion 
fails there exists some element y  E Lo, y  $6 grj+l 9, [y, Li] E grJ+l 9’ for all 
< 0. By Lemma 5.4 this is impossible. 
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(4) Let s be as in (b) and let r < n be maximal with respect to the 
properties s < r and X(m: r)(*) C grj+l 9. Then r # n and hence (b) 
holds. 
Proof. I f  r = n then (3) shows grj+i 92 X(m: n) nL = L, a contra- 
diction. 
(5) If  1 < u ,( m - I then ((D&c) - D,,ra+) xnrfe + W(m:r)) n K(m) 
is empty. 
Proof. Suppose BK(f) belongs to the intersection and f  = 2 a(a) P, 
a(a) E J2. Consideration of the coefficient of D, in gK(f) shows that 
a( pr*cv + c,) = 1. However, consideration of the coefficient of f),, in 
9,(f) shows that a( p%, + l ,) = - 1, a contradiction. 
(6) Let r and t be as in (b). Then there exist some u, 1 < u < m, and 
some E E W(m: r) such that Du(x”““~) + EEL. Furthermore, if X = K then 
u = m. 
Proof. L-, + L-, acts via the adjoint representation on the nonzero vector 
space (L n X(m: r + c,))/(L n X(m: r)). (This is nonzero for otherwise 
Xfm: r) > L n X(m: r + Q) 2 X(m: r + et)(*), a contradiction.) It therefore 
(by Engel’s theorem) annihilates a nonzero element of this space. Thus there 
exists D EL such that [D, LJ E W(m: r) for all i < 0. The possible forms for 
such D are determined in (1) and (2) of the proof of Lemma 5.3. Using the 
invariance of L under ad T and (5) we find that L contains an element of the 
desired form. 
(7) Let u and E be as in (6) and set k = (1 + 6,,,S,,,)pFt - 
(1 + S,,,&,). Then there exist some V, 1 < v  < m, and elements a, E I2 
for all w E B = {b j 1 < b ,( m, (1 + SX,K Z&J pnb = (1 + SX,K8v.m)pn~) 
such that G = Du(dtct + CWEB uzoxPnw6~) E Pk + W(m: r)k + W(m: n),-,+ 
W(m)k+j+l and .i = (1 + %,K LJ P”” - (1 + &,K h,,) prt. 
Proof. Let yi = DU(xprtft ) + EEL,“. Then there exist y2 E W(m: n)L+l , 
y3 5 W(m>[k+jl , and y4 E Vm)i+j+l such that Y = y1 + yz + y3 + y4 E 4”. 
I f  zleLi (i < 0) th en there exist as E W(m: n)i+i and z, E W(m)i+j+l such 
that z = al + a2 + .~a E zi. Then [y, X] E &, _C W(m: n) + W(m)i+k+j+r . 
As [ye y +I E Wm: 4 ” Wm)i+k+j+l for all e and f except e = 3, f - 1 we 
have [y3 , ~~1 E (Wm: n) + W(m)i+k+j+l) n W(m)[i+r+jl C W(m: n). The 
result now follows from (1) and (2) of the proof of Lemma 5.3 (and the fact 
that yl , y3 6 W(m)“>. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.6. 
Proof of Lemma 5.7. (1) ((u(m)~:j) C 21(m)[l(i+,)--ll for all 2 E E, I > 0. 
Proof. This is an easy modification of [24, Lemma 6(b)]. 
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(2) Let M ~= (a9 1 a(~) = 0 unless 26 E B). Let a E 21(m)til n M for 
some i > (I -t S,,, S,,,,,) p(+prt) - 1 (where B, r, t, and 21 are as in the 
previous lemma). Recall that j == (I + S,,, S,,,,,) p”* - (1 -t SX,KSt,,rr)prt. 
Then for 0 h< I < p?‘t we have 
and for 1 3 prt we have 
ProoJ By (1) 
a”’ t 2t(m)[,(,+,,p,, n ill. 
Now Pl(m)[,~ n Ikf _C 4I(nz: n) for all d < (1 + SX,K S,,,,,,) p’lc I. Hence 
a”) E 2l(m: n) unless I(i + 1) ‘;: (1 A SX,KS7.,,n)pn*. 
Now if l(i + 1) 2 (1 + S,,,S,.,,,)p )A~ and I < p’t we have I(i + 1) - I ): 
(1 + sX,Ksu.,,i)p~L* -- 1 2 (1 + sX,Ks,,,,,)P~L~ + (1 + S,,KS,.,,,)(~ - P’9 - 1 = 
(1 +s ,r,K k&f I+ j ~ 1. Moreover, equality can occur only when 1 = pl‘t. 
This proves our assertions if 1 < p”!. 
Finally, if Z(i + 1) > (1 + SX,K S,,,,,)p”* and 1 > pTt then Z(i + 1) -- 1 =: 
ipTt + (I -- pQ) i + I - 1 > prt {(I + S,,, S,,,,,) pcnw-l-t) - l} + (I - pTt) 
&‘.K St,,,,) + 1 - 1 = [(I + s,,K st,w) + (1 + ‘%‘,K &J,,,) p”’ - (I + 
S,,, St,7n) p’t - 1 : I( 1 + S,,K St,ni) + j -- 1, as required. 
(3) CwYzl E Wm: 4 + W4(~+8x,,8,~m)~+~ if 0 < I < prt, 
if p Tt < 1 < p”t. 
Proof. xt~ : xt + C ai where each ai E 21(m)til n M and the summation 
is over all i 3 (1 + S,,, S,,,,) p(n+f) - 1. By [24, 1 S] we then have 
@..@)(Z) = c xpu;h) . . . $), 
where the summation is over all sequences Z0 , Zr ,,.., 1, such that 1 = I,, + 
z1 + “’ + I* . Now ~~“0’ E ‘U(m: n)l,~l+sx K6t ,)1)-3 (as I, < I < p’~) and 
a!‘,) E 2I(m)$j’ 2 2@~)~,~(~+~)-~~ . As i + i 5 (1 f S,,, S,,,,,) yP,-Q) > 
(i +s x,K 6, ,?<) we have a!‘i’ E ?~(m)(1+6x.K*t.,~zil . 
that ua’t) E k(m: n) + 21(7k)(I+bx,Ks1~,~)1 +j 
Furthermore, (2) shows 
if li < p’c and u:‘z) E ‘Ll(m: n) + 
w4(1+* 6 )z+j-I if 4 3 p’t. Now ‘if 1 < p’t then each li < p’f so the 
above anXdf2xLemma 6 (a)] show that (xg)o) E 2I(m: n) + ~I(wz)~~.,.~~,~~,~,)~ kj. 
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If prt < I < pnt we see, for the same reasons, that (QCJJ)(~) E ?I(m: n) + 
‘U(“)(1+6X,K6t,m)l+j-l . 
(4) D# E Wk: 4 + W(4~+l-(1+~,,,~h,m) . 
Proof. We must show that if 1 ,< q < m then q(D,@) E 4I(m: n) + 
~L(m)(,~,KS~,,)+i+l-(l+6X.K6h,m) . It is easily seen that .q(D,@) E ‘U(m: n) unless 
q = h = t E B. Thus we need only show (x$F-~) Dt~ E ‘i?I(m: n) + i?[(z~)~, 
or, in view of the definition of y  and the fact that g, is admissible, 
that (Xtv)(~--l) E %(m: n) + ‘%(vz)~ . Now by (3) we have (x~v))(@-~~‘-~) E 
Wm: 4 + Bl(m)(l+,~,K~t.,)(~~nt-rt~-l)+j-l . It is therefore sufficient to show 
that (1 + 8X,K a,,,)( po+rt) - 1) 3 1. But this is immediate from the fact 
that n, > Ye . 
(5) For all i E Z 
%(m: r)p C %(m: n) + ‘U(m)j+j+l , 
W(m: r)$D C W(m: n) + W(m)i+j+l , 
9I(m: n)8p C %(m: n) + t!I(m)i+j, 
and 
W(m: n),@ C W(m: n)i + W(m),+j. 
Proof. This is immediate from (3) and (4). 
(6) (gri Z@) = L. 
Proof. As (gri 2’) = L we have Zi C W(m: n)i + W(m),+j for all i. 
Thus .JQD C W(m: n)$ + W(m),+@ _C W(m: n){ + W(m),+j (by (5)) so 
(griP’@) = L, as required. 
(7) X(m: r)(2) C gri+l 2%. 
Proof. Let yr E X(m: r)12’. Then there exist yz E W(m: n)i+l and 
ya E W(m)i+j+z such that yr + y2 + ya E 2. Then yi@ + y2@ + ya@ E PD. 
NOWY,@ = y1 + yl’ wherey,’ E W(m: n)j+l + W(m)i+i+l , y2@ E W(m: n)i+, + 
Wb4i+j+l y and ya@ E W(m),+j+l . Hence yr E grj+l SD. 
(8) (x~“‘~ + L,.B awxpnza”w) cp - xprtft E M(m: n)(1+6X.K6,,,)PT, +
~(m)(l+,~.K6*,m)P’t+i . 
PYOOf. XP'kt -1 = (Xtv-l)(P't) = 
(xPrtct + C qpswc=-) + %(m: n)c 
(q + CweB (aw)P(-~“XP(n,--rt)E~)(p’t) E 
1+FX,K6s,,)prt by [24, (1.5)1. Applying P to 
both sides and using (5) gives the result. 
(9) Dpp’*‘t + F E grj+12’@ for some FE W(m: r)ckl , 
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Proof. By Lemma 5.6 we have elements a, E W(m: n)B+l and 
a2 E W(m),, j+, such that 
(where E is some element of W(m: r)k). Then by (S), a@ = (Du@)(~~“rl + 
iYE weB u~xP~“.~~~) y  + E@ + a,@ + a,@ = DUdfs~ + F + a,’ + a2 E 2% 
where a,’ E W(m: n)lc+l , u2’ E W(m)k+j+l , and FE W(m: r)[,l . Hence 
Dpl~p’tzt + F E grj+l(T@) as required. 
(10) Let M = subalgebra generated by DUdtet + F and X(m: r)t2). 
Then M 2 X(m: r + et)(*). 
Proof. For fixed X and m the dimension of X(m: s)c2) is a strictly 
increasing function of Cr=, si and is independent of the individual si (this 
follows from the dimension formulae of [16, Chap. I. 4-71). 
Now M satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 4.1. Hence X(m: s)c2) Y C 
MC X(m: s)Y for some s and Y. Hence Mt2) = X(m: s)(~)Y so that dim 
M(2) = dim X(m: s)@). iXOW X(m: r + q)@) 2 M(“) 2 X(m: r)(2) + 
( DUx?)‘lft +F)gX(m:r) (2). Our remark on dimension forces zy:, si > 
EL, ri so dim Mc2) > dim X(m: r f  ct)c2) and hence Mt2) -1; X(m: r + ct)t2), 
proving the assertion. 
(11) grj+r T@ 1 X(m: r + Q2). 
Proof. As grj+lT@ is a subalgebra this follows from (7), (9), and (10). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.7. 
Proof of Lemma 5.8. (1) T@ C T + W(m: n), + W(m)j+, . 
Proof. Assume 1 < 4 < m. By (4) in the proof of the preceeding lemma 
we have D,@ - D, E W(m: n)& K6q,,, + W(m)j-,x KG,,,nr . Also, it is immediate 
from the definition of v  that 
-w - x1 E Wm : 41+6X,K6g,m + ~I(m)(l+*,,K6,,,)Pnv-l . 
Asj = (1 + b,, St,,,) P”V - (1 + 6 X,K 6,,,) pTt, p > 3, and rt 3 1 we have 
XlfP - xq 6 2W nh+6x K6, m + Wm)j+2 . Then (D,x,)@ - D,x, = 
(D,@ - D,)(x,q) + D,(x,b 2 x,) E W(m: n)l + W(m),+l (here we use the 
fact that W(m),‘%(m), C W(m) U+v+l). Since T is spanned by linear combina- 
tions of the D,x, this proves the assertion. 
(2) Define M(m: n) = (1121~a 1 1 < u < m, oi E A(m: n), and if 01 = 
pacw then a + n, - 1 < n,). Suppose 1 3 1 + a,,, and D E M(m: n) n 
W(m) z.l+GX.Ktm. Then there exists r E Aut,( W(m),+SX,Kcm) such that r - ad 
D - 1 E Hom~+lW’(m),+~x Kcm , W(41+,X,KEm) and W(m: 4 r C W(m: 4. 
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Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 1.6(a) we let y  be the unique con- 
tinuous element of Aut(‘U(m): W(m)) such that xUy = x, + x,D for all 
u, 1 < u < m. This gives FE Aut,(W(m),+,x Kem) and r - ad D - I E 
Hom~+lWW~+~xx.KEm , W41+ax,Km ). Also, from (24, Lemma IO], we see that 
‘%(m: n) y  _C ‘i!l(m: n) and hence that W(m: n) r C W(m: n). 
(3) If  1 < u, au < m and if a < II, then Dux~“sw E X(m: n)c2) + 
M(m: n). 
Proof. For X = W this is obvious. If  X = S and if 1 < 1 < m, I 7~ u, 
then, in the notation of (1.7), 
D,x”‘=% zz ~u,z(~P%r+~~) + Dzx(PU-l)~,+t,(SU,,). 
I f  X = H then, in the notation of (1.8), 
Du&% = ~H(xp46w+‘i) u(u) + DJ~(+-lh+sia(w) a@)(1 
If X = K there are four cases: 
If  u # m and w # m then, in the notation of (1.9), 
Duxp“‘w = 9,&&=~+‘“) U(U) + Dm(xp”‘tc+~li) +) 
If  u # m then 
+ D& (pa--l)%+vi) u(w) u(u)(l - S,,,). 
Duxp% = Bx(xpacm+‘ti) u(u) + Dm(xpar,+rfi) u(j) 
m-1 
+ 1 Di((~(pa-l)r,+En)(~‘i)) u(G). 
i=l 
I f  w # m then 
Finally 
D,xp% = (T~~(x@‘~w) - D~x~~“-1h,(~))/2. 
m-1 
Q,JP"%, = ~K(~P%) - c D&Pa--lk,,+~i 
i=l 
- 
(4) There exist TE Aut,( W(m)) and r’ E Autj+l( W(m)) such that 
W(m: n) r _C W(m: n) and [Y@I’r’, T] _C S?@rr’. 
Proof. Let t, E T be such that 0 # v  E T* and W(m)” # (0) imply 
I # 0. (We have seen in the proof of Proposition 1.7(c) that such elements 
exist.) Assume that for some I, 1 < 2 < j, we have found r, E Aut,( W(m)) 
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such that W(m: n) rl i W(m: n), and elements t, E W(m: n)! , t, E W(m: n)[ 
and t, E W(m)j,, such that t, + 1, + t, t t, E ..C?@r, (By (1) this is possible 
for I = 1.) Write t, =~ s + s‘ where s E W(m: n)l,l and s’ E W(m: n)l+l . Then 
by (3) we may assume s E M(m: n). As in the proof of Proposition 1.7(c) we 
may find D E M(m: n)t,l such that s + [to, D] E W(m: n)a. By (2) we 
may find T t Aut,(W(m)) such that W(m: n) F == W(m: n) and r ~~ ad 
1) ~ I E Hom,_,(W(m), W(m)). Then (t,, + t, $ t, -f- t3) r = to -t t,’ + 
tO’ + t,‘, where t,’ G W(m: n)! , t,’ E IY(m: n)2+r , and t,’ E W(M)~+~ . Setting 
r,r = rl--r we have to + t,’ $ f,’ -!- t,’ E 9@rLfi and W(m: n) Fl,~t C 
W(m: n). Thus induction produces an automorphism I’ :== F,.,, such that 
W(m: n) r <I W(m: n) and to + ti + tz E %@r where t; E IV(m): , and 
tl E W(m)j+, . Then as in the proof of Proposition 1.7(c) we can find 
r’ E Autj.,,(W(m)) such that to + t, G Y@rr’ for some t, E W(m)O, . But, 
again as in the proof of Proposition 1.7, this implies [Y@rr’, T] C FDrr’. 
(5) If  0 = rr’ then gr tdp@O I gr lYcP for all 1 < j + 1. 
Proof. Since W(m: n) T’C W(m: n) we have gr zZ@r> gr IY@ for all 1. 
Since r’ E Aut,_,(W(m)) we have the desired conclusion. 
Lemma 5.8 now follows from (4) and (5). This completes the proof of 
Proposition 5.1. 
6. EMBEDDING 2? IN X(m) 
The main result of this section is: 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let Y C W(m) and suppose gr 9 _C X(m) (u;here 
X = S, CS, H, CH, or K), Li z. X(m)[il,,+GX,KEm for all i < 0, and [9, 
T,(,,] 2 55’. Then there is an automorphism CD E Aut,(W’(m),,,x Kcm) such that 
2’@ C X(m) and [PD, T,(,,,,] C 9@. 
We begin by proving: 
LEMMA 6.2. Suppose that j > 1 and that El ,..., E,, E W(m)[jj,, satisfy 
[Of , Ez] + [Ei , Dz] E X(m) for all 1 :< i, 1 << m, where X =- S, CS, H, or 
CH. Suppose further that [Di + Ei , T] = (Di + EJ for all i, 1 2; 
i < m, where T = TX(,) . Then there exists E E W(m)yj+tl,,l such that 
E, - [E, Di] E X(m) for all i, 1 < i < m. 
Proof. (1) If  k > 1, 1 < 1 < m, DE X(m&,,, , (X = W allowed), 
and D, E W(m)p then there is D’ E X(m);;$l,I such that [D’, DJ = 0 for all 
i, 1 < i < m, i # 1, for which [D, DJ = 0 and that [D’, DJ = D. 
Proof. I f  X =: IV and D = C DUxea,,, for some au,n EJZ set D’ == 
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C DUx”+‘laU,a . I f  X = S or CS then D = &v,or 5+%u,U(x1) a(u, a, a) 
for some a(u, z, a) E Q (where the notation is as in (1.7)). Set D’ -= 
c u<v,a 9U,u(~a+f~) a(u, v, a). I f  X = H or CH then D = C 9fH(xN) a(a) for 
some a(a) E Sz (where the notation is as in (1 A)). Set D’ = C LBH(xzA~~) a(a). 
(2) If  the Ei are as in the lemma and if for some K, 1 .< R ,( m, we have 
Ei E X(m) and [Ek , DJ = 0 for all i, 1 < i < K, then there exists 
E E w4;~+I~J such that Ei - [E, DJ E X(m) for all i, 1 -:< i ,< k. 
Prooj By (1) there exists EE W(m)~j+,l,,‘such that [E, Dk] = I?, and 
[E, DJ = 0 for all i, 1 < i < K. Clearly this is the required element. 
(3) If  1 < I < k s< m - 1, Ei E X(m) for all i, I < i < k, and 
[Ek , DJ = 0 for al1 i, 1 < i < I, then there exists EE W(WZ)~~+,~,, such that 
Ef - [E, Di] G X(m) f  or all i, 1 :< i < lz and [{E,; - [E, Ok]}, DJ = 0 for 
all 2, 1 < i < 1. 
Proof. Suppose D, E W(m)@, Dk E W(m)“. Then by (I) we can find 
FE X(m);jl,, such that [F, DJ = [Ek , D2] and [F, D,] = 0 for all u, 1 < 
u < I (for [E, , DJ + [Dk , EL] E X(m) and [Ok, El] E X(m)). Then, again 
by (l), we can find E E X(m)$+,l,, such that [E, DJ = F and [E, D,] == 0 
for all u, 1 < u < 2. This is the desired element. 
The lemma now follows from (2) and (3) by induction on R and 1. 
,4 similar result for K(m) is: 
LEMMA 6.3. Suppose that m is odd and Ei E W(m)[j-di m~,l+Fm for all i, 
1 ,( i < m, that [B&q) + Ei , T] = (Lag + Et) for all;, 1 < i < m - 1, 
and that [gK(l) + Epn , T] = (BK(I) + E,,,), where T = TKcm) . Suppose 
further that 
[gK(I), EJ + [E,, , gK(xi)] E K(m) for a0 i, 1 < i < m - 1, 
[iBK(xi), E,] + [Ei , BK(xr)] E K(m) for all i and 1, 1 < i, I < m - I. 
Then there exists E E W(m)~j.~,l,,+~~ such that E, - [E, gK(l)] E K(m) and 
Ei - [E, 5BK(xJ] E K(m) for all i, 1 < i < m - 1. 
Proof. (I) I f  9??,(l) E W(m)’ and D E W(m)[jle,+,m there exists 
D’ E WW~j;!l,I+c,,, such that D = [D’, gK(l)]. I f  D E K(m) we may take 
D’ E K(m). 
Xkfy 
If  D = xk,& D,xaa(k, a) where the a(k, LY) EQ set D’ = 
kxa+fma(k, 01)/2. If  D E K(m) then D = CaLBK(p) a(a) for some 
a(a) E Q so we may set D’ = Ca ~B~(x~++n) a(a)/2. 
(2) If  gK(xi) E W(m)P and D E K(m)[il,I+t, , then there exists 
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D’ E w%rl] .Id, such that D = [D’, GJK(~J]. Furthermore, if [D, 5QK( 1)] == 
0 = [D, LSK(~i)], where 1 # i, then [D’, BK( 1)] = 0 = [D’, 9K(xT)]. 
Proof. I f  D := xe9K(~~) u(a) set Dcl) = xQSK(zarrt) u(a) u(i) and set 
D;,, = D - [D(l) , LSK(~-)]. Then if t(D) := min {s 1 D(ad ~???~(l))~ -= O> we 
have t(Dil,) < t(D). For u > 1 set DcU+,) = (D;,,)u, and D;,,,, = DiTLj -- 
[Dc~~+~) , gK(xi)]. Then D’ = DC,) + ... + D(,(,)) is the required element. 
(3) We may assume that E,,) E K(m) and [Ei , L3K(l)] E K(m) for all 
i,l <i<m- 1. 
Proof. We may use (1) to find E E W(m)~j+lI,,+r,, such that E, = [E,L~~( l)]. 
(4) Assume E,,, E K(m). If  1 < I < m - 1 and E, E K(m) for all 
i, 1 -( i < I, then we can find E E K(m) such that [{E, - [E, 9K(~r)]}, 
gK(l)] = 0, Ei - [E, 9K(~i)] E K(m) for all i, 1 < i < 1, and 
-5, - [E, SK(~)] E K(m). 
Proof. As E, E K(m) we have [E, , gK(l)] E K(m) and hence by (1) there 
exists FE K(m) such that [F, gK(l)] = [EL , gK(l)] and by (2) there exists 
E E K(m) such that [E, SK(xr)] = F. This is the required E. 
(5) If1 <k<I<m-landE,EK(m)forl <i<l,[E,,9K(~i)] -0 
for 1 < i < k, [E, , gK( I)] = 0 and E,, E K(m) then there exists E E K(m) 
such that Ei - [E, SSK(xi)] E K(m) for all i, 1 <, i < I, [{E, - [E, 9JK(.q)]}, 
SK(XJ] --= 0 for all i, 1 << ’ z < k [(EL - [E, gK(q)l), Qf~(l)l = 0, and 
E,,, - [E, SK(l)] E K(m). 
Proof. [E, , 9iiK(~~)] E K(m) and [E, , 9Jn,(l)] = 0 = [[E, , SK(q)], 
gK(l)] -: [[E, , 9?K(~i)], gK(xI)] for all i, I < i < k. Hence by (2) there 
exists F E K(m) such that [F, gK(x~)] = [EL , LSK(xc)] and 0 2: [F, gK( I)] = 
[F, L9;1K(~I)] for all i, 1 < i < k. Again by (2), there exists E E K(m) such that 
[E, &S&xr)] = F. Clearly E is the required element. 
P-9 I f  D E Wm);w+<, andYK(xi) E W(m)@ (where I < 1 S< m - 1)and 
if [D, GJK( l)] = 0, then there exists D’E W(m);$+, such that [D’,9K(xl)] :--= D, 
[D’, gK( 1)] = 0, and [D’, gK(xi)] = 0 whenever z # 1 and [D, 9,(x,)] = 0. 
Proof. I f  D = zyLJ1 En 2JK(xi) x”a(i, a) + z:a gK( 1) x%(m, c1), where the 
u(i, a) E Q set D” --= u(l)C~=~’ CaQK(xi)Pi %(i,cu) -t ‘~(1)~&2~( I)xe+%(m, at) 
Set D’ = D” + (D - [D”,9i,(xi)])“. 
(7) If  1 :< I .< m - 1, E,,, E K(m), Ei E K(m), and [EL, 9,(x,)] = 0 
for all i, 1 < i < I, and [E, , gK( 1)] 0, then there exists E t W(m) such that 
E,,, - [E, LSK(l)] E K(m) and Ei - [E, 9jlK(~i)] E K(m) for all i, 1 ~1 i < 1. 
Proof. By (6) we may find E so that [E, CSK(x~)] E, and [E, 9,r(l)] =-= 
[E, 9,(xi)] L= 0 for all i, I 21; i < 1. This is the required E. 
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(8) We can now prove the lemma. We show the existence of E E l&‘(m). 
That it may be taken in lV(m)~~+ll,l+,~ is clear. Let Er ,..., E,, satisfy the 
hypotheses of the lemma. By (3) we may assume that E,,, E K(m). Now suppose 
that Ei E K(m) for all i, 1 < i < 1. Then by (4) we may assume that [E, , 
gK(l)] = 0 and by the repeated application of (5) we may assume that 
0 = [E, , g3,(1)] = [E, , gK(xf)] for all i, 1 < i < 2. Hence by (7) we may 
arrange that El ,..., E, E K(m). The lemma now follows by induction on 2. 
We are now ready to prove Proposition 6.1. By assumption [y, T] C F. 
It is easily seen that for any i < 0 and any X we have 
is empty (where T := Tx(,,)). Thus we have Z< C X(m), + W(m)j-, for all 
i < 0. Assume we have -rtpi _C X(M)~ -f W(m),+j for all i and for some 
j > 1. We will find an automorphism aj E Autj(W(m)l+,X,KE,,I) such that 
ZiQj C X(m), + W’(m)i+j+r for all i and that [JZWj , T] C S?tosp, . We do this 
in three steps. (The proposition follows from this result by setting 
@ = r-g=, @j .) 
(1) We may find @ so that J&CD C X(m)-, + W(m),~, . 
Proof. This is vacuous unless X = K and j > 1. Then we have 
go + E + F + GE Z2 , where E E X(m)Yl,l+r, , F E W(m)Lj-,],l+e, and 
G E WCu+c, + There exists HE W(m)~~,,rrc, such that F =- [H, SK(l)] 
(by (1) in the proof of the preceding lemma). Then Proposition 1.6 
gives Y E Aut,(W(m),+,) such that QK(l) + E + G’ E Z,Y’ where 
G’ c W4+l.l+,m . Also (as HE W(m)O) we have [Sd!?‘, T] C ZiY’ 1 W(m)i+j+l 
for all i. Hence Proposition 1.7 shows the existence of 0 E Aut,,i( W(m),+,7r8) 
such that [T<Y@, T] _C 6c!?% for all i. Then setting CD = YO gives the result. 
(2) I f  -Ka _C X(m)-, + W(m)j-1 
that xi@ C X(m)-i + W(m)j-i+l 
we may find @ E Autj( W(m),,,m) so 
f  or i = 1, 2 and that [ZV, T] = y@. 
Proof. I f  X # K we have Di + Ei + FL + Gi E --W_, for all i, 1 -< i -;;c m, 
where Ei E X(m),, , Fi E W(m)[j_,l,, , Gi E W(m)j,, and [Di + EL + Fi + 
Gi, T]=(Di+Ei+Fi+Gi). Then [Di+E,+Fi+Gi,D,+E,+ 
Fk + G,] E Z1 C X(m) + W(m)j-,,l. As all the summands of the product 
except [Di , Fk] and [Fi , Dk] E X(m) u W(m),j-,,l we have [Di , F,J f  
[FE , Dk] E (X(m) + W(m)j-,,,) A W(m)[j-nl,r C X(m) for all i and k, 
1 <i;,R<m. Then Lemma 6.2 shows that there exists HE W(m)Fj,,, such 
that Fi - [H, DE] E X(m) for all i, 1 < i < m. The existence of @ follows 
from Propositions 1.6 and 1.7 exactly as in (1). 
I f  X = K we proceed similarly, starting from the fact that $SK(+) + Ei + 
Fi + Gi E LETI for all i, l<i<m-I, where 4 E -W40,1+,,n , 
481/40/2-x I 
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F, E ?V(~l(m)[,~~l.~+~,,, , Gj E W(~W)~,,+~, , and [CZK(sr) ;- I:, :- F, ~-- G, , T] == 
(C2&) -I- Bj + F, $- Gil. 
(3) If  LYi C *Y(m) + W(m),+j i, for all i < 0 then -14 C-1(m) :- W(m), i jiml 
for all i. 
Proof. Suppose Yj C s(m) -~ Il~‘(m),+,+l for all i c. k, k i; 0. Then if 
s -+ 1’ ~. 2 E LZ’], where s E S(m),, , J’ t W(m)tiA+jl , and z CI IT’(m),_~,., it is 
easili v-erified that [y, I] t 9( m ) f  or all t F S(m)t. ?1 f  S(m)t_,I This implies 
y  E X(m). (For _Y m= K this is shown in (I) of the proof of Proposition 4.2. 
IfS K the r-esult is clear.) 
This completes the proof of Proposition 6.1. 
Proof. By Proposition 6.1 we may assume that 9’ 5 S(m) and [W, T] C %‘. 
I f  s II‘, CN, or K we know that A17(m)[i, i (0) -:’ s(m);,, implies i :::j 
(mod p). Hence if 3~’ EL; there exists a unique .x’ E AY(m)i, p such that 
s A x’ ä Y’. (Uniqueness follows from the fact that Ljl ,, : (0).) We claim 
that the map s -+ x $ X’ extends linearlq- to an isomorphism of L onto Y. 
It is oni!- necessary to show that [X -:- x’, y  + y’] :m [x, ?I] A [x, y]’ for all 
x E Li 1 J’ F I,, But this is immediate, since [X + x’, y  f  y’] -m-: [x, y] + 
[J’, y] - [s, ~‘1 + [x’, y’] t [x, y] + /Y(m);: jimn . (Here we use the facts that 
Lj 1 iLn (0) for all i, j - 1 and that if L” z G (0), L’fl i (0), and 
LG-‘” ~;b (0) then L, ,I- (0) hy Proposition 4.3(d).) 
I f  S =: S it is easily checked that SFi,,i f  (0) ~g LJi and i > j impI!- 
i 1;: 2 with equality only if m ~~ 3. Thus there exists a unique X’ E W(m),,, 
such that s t- I\“’ E 9. Now if vz ‘3, 3 we have x’ E W(m),,, and so, as in the 
preceding paragraph, the map .Y -+ s J- x’ extends to an isomorphism. If 
1~ 3 then p r (nz + 1) so hy Proposition 4.3, L, (0) and again the 
map .T -* .v ,- X’ extends to an isomorphism. 
Finally, we consider the case X = H. By Proposition 4.3 we have L, ~~ (0). 
For N E A-I(m) define : 01: ~~ xrL1 LX(~). Then Y has basis {A( / 01 I 1 
or 21 where .3(x’) :m_ ~,JN”) mod H(m);.,,, . This shows that [A(zc’), A(9)] ~7 
p; A(,p C’,@ ci - ZC~-~~X~- ‘i) if I a: -j- /3 1 > 2. Now the fact that 
[Ip, 7’1 C Y implies [A(x~~), =I(cx+)] = A(YJ+‘J) aii where the aij E Q. Then 
0 -~:= [[L4(sQ), L4(~tj)], A(Y+j)] t [[A(xs), A(x+tj)], A(xQ)] + [[A(.MCj), 
A(.x9)], -?(xff)] -: afj[A(xG’+Cj), A(Yi+~j)] == A(&) 2aiju(i). Hence aij -- 0 
for all i L j (and clearly all ajj := 0). This shows that the map A(x*) --f g&x*) 
extends linearly to an isomorphism of 9 onto L and completes the proof of 
the corollarv. 
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7. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In this section we will prove our main result, Theorem 1 (which was stated 
in Section 0). We will also verify our assertion that all known finite dimen- 
sional simple Lie algebras over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
p > 3 are classical or of generalized Cartan type. 
Let 2 satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Define the filtration 
Zr, 2 ... I Zr > -rtPO 2 %‘i 2 ... and the associated graded algebra L as in 
Section 0. By Lemma 2.1, 2 satisfies the hypotheses of [3, Theorem 2.11. 
Hence we may assume that 9 is a filtered subalgebra of some IV(m), . By 
Proposition 3.1 we may assume that for some X = W, S, CS, H, CH, 01 
K we have r = 1 + GX,K~,n and L, Y--I X(VZ)[~~,~+~, KEm for all i z.. 0. Further- 
more, Proposition 1.7(d) allows us to assume that’ [9?, T,(,,J] C 5”. 
Now if L,+8x g :: (0) by Corollary 6.4 we see that 9 is isomorphic to L. 
Then Proposition 4.3 and the fact that 9 is simple show that 9 must be 
classical of type A or C. 
If  L 2+6x K # (0) then 9 must satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 4.1. 
(For type k we must verify that [L-, , L,] $- (0). This follows from the fact 
that [9, TKcrnj] C 9. For this implies (gr Y(1))0 = ((gr Y’)(l)), and hence 
Proposition 4.3(e) shows Y(l) # 9 if [L-, , L,] = (0), contradicting the 
simplicity of 9.) Hence we may assume X(m: n)@) CL C X(m: n) for some n 
and some X. (To obtain this it is necessary to replace 9 by 9’0, where 0 is 
the automorphism of Proposition 4.1.) Furthermore by Proposition 5.1 we 
can assume 9 C IV(m: n) and [9, T] _C 9 (here we replace 9 by 90, where 
0 is the automorphism of Proposition 5.1). Now by Proposition 6.1 there 
exists @EAutr( W(m),+,x Kt,~ ) such that 9@-lCX(m). Hence 9 C X(m: n: @), 
where X = W, S, H, or K. (The simplicity of 9 together with (I .6) shows 
that we need not consider X = C’S or CH.) Note that X, m, n, and @ satisfy 
conditions (2.4) and (2.5). T o complete the proof of the theorem we need 
only show that 9 == X(m: n: @)cm). To show this we need the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let X, m, n, and @ sat+? (2.4) and (2.5). Let 9 and .M be 
subalgebras of X(m: n: Sp). Let L and N be their associated graded algebras. 
Suppose 2 C JV =: J”(l), [L?, T] _C 2, and X(m:n)@) C L c AVi_c X(m: n). 
Then 9 = JV. 
Proof. T C 9” + X(m); _C A; + X(m); so it follows from Proposition 
1.7(b) that [JV, T] C JV. 
Now as X(m: n) = X(m: n)(a) + X( m n : ) O we have N :-: L f  iVO and hence 
Jlr .= 9’ + MO. Since [JITk , T] C Jr/-, we then have & =-= 9,( -r J$O. -41~0, 
since -Y(m): x T we have [Y”, Nko] C JI/;,+, . 
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Since Li = X(m: n):” :V, for all i -‘: 0, we have .1’ _m Y + .,,+< . 
Assume .,$’ : ..Y I- Ju;, for some k 1. Then M .,V(n :: (-ip + 
Jfp) CY 1. [Y, NJ + x2,< c 9 A [Y,N,p] + x2, = 50 + E[P, MT>] + 
X1,. C Y -- [Y”, ./y;;O] + Nal; C 9 $- .,I/,,~, . Then by induction M = 9 as 
required. 
Returning to the proof of Theorem 1, we set M = ,Y(m: n: @)(x). As 2 
is simple Y’ C N. By Corollary 2.5 N is simple and hence N == N(l). 
Thus the conditions of the lemma are satisfied, so Y M = S(m: n: Q)(z). 
Thus 2’ is of generalized Cartan type. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
It remains to verify our assertion that all known nonclassical simple Lie 
algebras over Q, an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 3, as well 
as the classical algebras of types A and C, satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1. 
By the “known nonclassical simple Lie algebras” we will mean the algebras 
discussed in [21, V.41, algebras of Cartan type in the sense of [12, 13, 15, 161, 
or [23], and the simple Lie algebras associated to Lie-admissible nodal non- 
commutative Jordan algebras [ 19, 221. 
Now it is immediate from the various definitions of “algebra of Cartan type” 
that any such algebra satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem. 
We deal with the Jacobson-Witt algebras [21, V.4.A] and the restricted 
algebras of Frank [6,7, 8; 21, \‘.4.B] by noting that in all cases other than&?::’ 
the pair (Y, g,) in the usual filtration satisfies condition (0.1). Also the algebra 
9::’ is known [4] to be isomorphic to the algebra of Cartan type 
K(2n t- 1, l)(L). 
The algebras of Jennings and Kee [ll; 21, V.4.B.d] are by definition sub- 
algebras of a Jacobson-Witt algebra W(m: n). For one of these algebras -Y 
we let Z. = 5? n W(m: II),,, . It is then easy to see that r(Po) z sl(g/Ico) 
so condition (0.1) is satisfied. 
In [24] it is shown that any generalized Witt algebra [17; 21, V.4C.a] is 
isomorphic to some W(m: n). We can give an independent proof of this b> 
noting that if Z. := ((a, i) - (0, i)i 0 E 6, i E 3) (where the notation is as 
in [21]) then r(q,) G gl(Z’/lp,) so the pair (2, Yo) satisfies condition (0.1). 
Similarly-, for the algebras of Albert and Frank [ 1; 2 1, V.4C.b] we use the 
notation of [21]. Let 6 be a nonzero element of 05. For 0 E (5 we define 
J-‘-q4 -z (0, 1) - (4)/~(l))(S, 1) + C(4)(@) + 1) - S(lM(4 + l))/SU)> 
(0, 1). Let .X 1 (,4(o): 0 E 05). One can check that .X” is a subalgebra of Y’ 
and that Y’jX has basis ((0, 1) + X, (6, 1) -+ cX}. Let Y. be a maximal 
subalgebra of 9 which contains .X. If  -rP, -,/- .X then codim Y. = 1 so the 
pair (-iv, g:,) satisfies condition (0.1). I f  q, = X then, by the maximalit! 
of To , r(%,) must act irreducibly on Y/To. This, of course, implies that 
dim r(To) > 1. Since dim .I”/6po = 2, this shows that r(dpo) contains a 
rank one transformation A. Irreducibility of r(Yo) then implies that 
(ad .4)* -+= 0. Hence (9, Zo) again satisfies condition (0.1). 
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Now suppose that 5? is a simple Lie algebra associated to a Lie-admissible 
nodal noncommutative Jordan algebra [19, 221. (This class of algebras is 
known [19] to include the algebras of Block [2; 21, V.4.C.c].) Then 2 = 
(Jl/.n)(l’; where ,& (as a vector space) is equal to the associative algebra 
a = @[Xl ,...) x,]/(x1P ,..., x,“) and multiplication is given by 
(where the [xi , xj] E 4 and some [xi , xj] is a unit). Now &?’ = 41 @s M, 
Jlr the (nilpotent) ideal generated by {x1 ,..., xn]. Note that there is a bilinear 
form o( on M given by [f, g] E a(f, g) + Jlr. Set A,, = radical of 01. Now a: 
induces a nondegenerate alternate bilinear form 6 on &‘-/J&‘~ . We may assume 
(replacing x1 ,..., x, by other generators for M if necessary) that for some Y 
such that 2r .< n the set {xi + 4” 1 1 < i .< 2r) is a basis for M/&/M,, , 
“(Xi -1 J&-o , xj + A,,) = 8j,i+,. for all i, 1 < i < Y, and &(xi + &YO, 
xi f  &IO) =: -Sj,i_, for all i, r < i ,< 2~. Then if 1 5: i, j < 2r we have 
(Xi + ~0) r(Xi2) = [Xj ) Xj’] + ~0 = (Xi + ~a) 2oI(Xj ) Xj). 
As p > 3 this shows that &“/As is spanned by the images of rank one trans- 
formations in r(MO). Thus setting Z0 = -Y r\ ((A0 + Q)/Q) we see that the 
pair (2, ZO) satisfies condition (0.1). 
Finally, if 2 is classical of type A or C we let (01~ ,..., a,} be a simple 
system of roots with the usual ordering (an long if 2 is of type C). Let Z,, be 
the parabolic subalgebra corresponding to (a, ,..., a,}. Then (Y, 2,) satisfies 
condition (0.1). (Proposition 4.3 shows that these algebras arise as subalgebras 
of algebras of type W, S, and K.) 
Note added i~z proof In [26] KaE determines all finite dimensional simple filtered 
Lie algebras whose associated graded algebras are of Cartan type. Although KaE’ 
construction is apparently more general, it is immediate from our Theorem 1 that 
KaE’ algebras are precisely the Lie algebras of generalized Cartan type. Note that some 
algebras which KaE asserts are not isomorphic are, in fact, isomorphic. (This error 
arises from [26, Proposition 5.51, where the conditions given for isomorphism are 
sufficient but are not necessary.) In particular, note that the example of [26, Sect. 7.71 
contradicts [17, Corollary 8.41 (as well as our Theorem 1). 
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